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Reagan takes partial
blame for jobless rote
WASHINGTON t
— President Reagan, promising work for
America's unemployed, says the
worst jobless rate in 42 years
should not be a "political football," but Democrats are prechcting the unemployment means
electimi victories for them next
month.
Democratic leaders seised on
September's 1 0.1 percent
unemployment rate — the last
monthly figures before the
midterm congressional elections
— as evidence of the (allure of Ow
adminstration's economic
policies.
However, Treasury Secretary
Donald T. Regan credited the administration with pulling the nation from the recession, Snorting
"the recovery is here."...___
At a bill-signing ceremony Friday in Long Beach, Calif., Reagan
said he would accept responsibility only for the unemployment
above the 7.4 percent rate that existed when he took office. The
Democrats were to blame for the
rest, he said.
But regardless of blame.
Reagan pledged, "we're going to
accept responsibility in this administration for finding jobs for
all the 10.1 percent." The president cited no specific methods.
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Officials continue
manhuntfor
Eddyville escapees

Lisa Hale

Two western Kentucky man are
currently being sought by officials
after walking away from the Eddyville State Penitentiary Farm
Center at approximately 7 a.m.,
Friday.
Kenny Jackson, 19, Muffin/. is
described as being a white male,
5' 8", 140 lbs., with bluiveyes and
brown hair. The second man, Billy
Riley, 20, Mayfiaid, is described
as a white male, 6' 0", 145 lbs.,
with brown hair and hazel eyes.
The two — both serving threeyear,tenns at the correctional instita — were discovered missing
.ring a routine head count at the
facilities.
The incident was investigated
by Kentucky State Police Detective Ronald Murphey.

crowned queen
Lisa Hale (at right and above center) was crowned
Calloway County High School's Homecoming Queen Friday night. The senior is the daughter of Dwayne and
Janice Hale. Members of the court included (above from
left) Gerald McCuiston, junior, daughter of Slinda and
Mason McCuiston; Jame Sims, junior, daughter of Ray
and Carol Sims; Jill Childress, junior, daughter of Edgar
and Faye Childress; Jill Johnson, senior, daughter of
James and Janice Johnson; and Regina Morris, daughter
of Max E. and Shirley Morris. The Homecoming dance
was held after the game.
Staffphotos by Jennie Gordon

New state library 'commitment
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — "It
is the unique, valuable and irreplaceable nature of archives
that gives them a special sanctity," says Dr. Robert M. Warner,
archivist of the United States.
Warner said Friday's dedication of a new state library and archives demonstrated "the commitment of the future to the
records of the past."
The National Archives, through
National Public Records Commission grants, had a part in assembling the official records of all the
Kentucky governors, which are
among the documents collected in
the new building, he noted.
About 1,200 people turned out
under gray skies to hear talks by
Warner, William J. Welsh, deputy
librarian of Congress, and Dr.

Thomas D. Clark, Kentucky
author and historian.
Welsh praised the effort to collect and preserve the records of
the state."A free people must be a
knowledgeable people," he said.
The rain held off during the
ceremonies, and the crowd moved
indoors to watch Phyllis George
Brown, wife of Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr., unveil a sculpture
commissioned for the lobby. A
reception and tours follower!,
Warner said the 145,003-squarefoot building, on a hilt overlooking
the Kentucky Rivcr Valley and the
state Capitol, golds more than
100,000 cubic feet of documents
and other records.
He praised the provisions for
easy public access to records, Its
ternperature and humidity cow
trols and facilities for preservetion of records.

"If the records are peornitted to
crumble, it is pointless to talk
nce," Warner
about their
saiii •
ed a standing ovaClark
tion after his talk, in which he
described decades of effort behind
"tfiis elegant building which now
prowns this location."
He said he had pressed governors and legislators on the subject
since Ruby L.affoon was governor
in the 1930s, "but no politician has
ever gone to the voters with the
promise that he would do the intelligent thing about archives
when he got into office."
"I might as well have been talking to a featherbed," Clark said.
Finally, the structure was
authorized in 1958, the General
Assembly appropriated $10.5
million for it in 1980, and it opened
in April on the 28-acre hillside site.
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coordination of Joseph Cat 4wright, chairman of Murray State
University's history department.
Interest in such an association had
hen shown to him by several
teachers, and a poll he took last
fall confirmed the positive sentiment.
"It has ueC.n very difficult for
history and social studies teachers
In the area to get together and
share ideas," Cartwright said.
"We hope this will provide some
kind of structure for that."

Members of the association
elected provisional officers last
spring, and have met over the
summer. On Monday, Oct. 11, an
organizational meeting will be
held from 4.30 to 7 p.m. at the
MSU University Center. Permanent officers will be elected,a constitution approved, and three
workshops held. In addition, Raymond Betts, University of Kentucky history professor and chairman of the Kentucky Humanities
Council, will speak.
Cartwright hopes the meeting
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the future'
It consolidates the state library
and archives, the state regional
library for the blind and physically handicapped and support services — facilities that had been in
five separate buildings.
The crowd applauded when
Nelson presented the Browns 2year-old son, Lincoln, who accompanied his mother, with three
storybooks and a poster.
Mrs. Brown unveiled a 12-by-24
foot abstract representation of the
state, made of native Kentucky
woods from Clark's property in
Estill County.
Bobby Reed Falwell of Murray
created the six-section sculpture,
which was accompanied by seven
abstract figures representing the
people of the state. He was
selected from among 34 applicants in a statewide competition for the $15,000 project.

History, social studies teachers sharing ideas
By CHARLESHONEY
Staff Writer
How best to tell the story of
civilization, and make the tale interesting to students and citizens,
is the task of history and social
;Sham teachers. Up until now
-teat:heirs in western Kentucky
have had no good way of sharing
ideas to help each other carry out
that task.
Thus the Western Kentucky
Association for History and Social
Studies Teachers, which was
organized last spring under the

He caulioned "those who would
try to make• political foothill out
of this cruel tote for so many peeper and this had news.-The toughest, most urgent
priority we hove to face is to
civet* more iota," he said, after
noting progress his adnunistration has abode to reduce inflation
and interest rates
The president spoke at a bill
signing ceremony at Long Beach
harbor for hrgialalion he said
would create hundreds of
thousands of Jobs by increasing
U S. exports and services abroad
Regan, meeting with reporters
shortly after the *bless figures
were announced, conceded that
"no one knows" when unemploy
tnent will decrease, but he added
It was unlikely administration
policies would be changed
The secretary said he was
disappointed that the economy
had not come "roaring bock" by
late spring as he had once
predicted but added that he now
thinks there will be a -slow,
moderate recovery" leading to a
more sustained recovery

will at least double the approximately 30 persons who have been
Involved up to now. He has sent invitations to about 275 individuals
In a 15-county area. Mickile and
high school teachers, as well ,as
elementary teachers, community
college instructors, history and
social studies students, and persons who are simply interested in
the subjects, are encouraged to attend.
Among the local people involved
so far are Patricia Seiber and
(Continued On Page 2)

TO BE FEATURED — Murray State University's "Golden
Memories"Donee,to be bald from I p.m. to 1 a.m. Friday,Oct. 18, in
ihe Oarr Haft Bldg. Gym, will feature three bands and will cover
sonic from the 11111's to the present. The group "Grand Avenue" will
feature Top Forty Hits of today."Guild Amuse" Is comprised of six
Murray State University stadads Oran WI) Jay Fern, leader and
keyboards, Calvert Qty; Ilses Edam Saxophone and Latin percussion, Benton; Bonita Martin, lead vocalist, Clartseille, Teen:
Scott Anderson, bask Louirrille; Brad Davis, wad guitar, Vignea,
UI.; and Dana Selbfah0011, pommels's,Beaufort, &C. Other bands to
be featured during the evening are the All-Star Alumni Rand, led by
LeRoy Merman, Evansville, lad., and "Clap Hands, Her. Cameo
Charlie," Ilse reunion of a campus glop that was popular in the late
11100's and early 1170'a Ad1111000 reservations for the evening ahordd
be made by calling the department atomic at 713-SMI.
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by mariolis m. ma*

Murray couple describes impressions of recent visit to Chino
(EDITOR'S NOTE — The
following is the first of a threepart series concerning Bill and
Marjorie Major's recent trip to
China.)
HONG KONG
Prior to our tour of China, we
had three days in Hong Kong
highlighted by an evening with the
family of Eva Ho. She and her husband Johnny have operated the
restaurant of the Holiday Inn in
Murray for the past few years.
Eva advised her family in Hong
Kong of our impending visit and
even sent money for a dinner party. As a consequence, we had dinner at the Shanghai Restaurant
with her sister Wan Suet-Fong,
her husband, their captivating
children aged about four and six
years of age, her father and a
sister who keeps the children
while Wan works in an ivory shop
on Nathan Road. We were also
given chopsticks with our names
and those of Eva and Johnny Ho
Imprinted. We had plenty of practice in using chopsticks while in
China as our pride restrained us
from asking for forks.
In telling our grandchildren of
our trip to China, an amusing
response came forth. We mentioned that the children were charming and our five-year-old Katie
looked up and solemnly said, "I

didn't know there were any
children in China."
Bill attended the Rotary
Meeting of the Victoria Club
which met at the Furama Hotel
which is just across the harbor
from Kowloon. There were other
visiting Rotarians from America,
Europe, Australia, Africa and
England.
Pd/V YAO HUA
a cruise ship
We left Hong Kong aboard the
M/V YAO HUA which name
means "Brilliance of China." For
six days the ship served as our
base of operations for the cities
along the Southern China coast
and on the Yangtze River. These
cities were Amoy (now Xiamen),
Shanghai, Soochow and Nanking.
Later we flew on to Beijing (Peking).
On the Yao Hua we were now
traveling under rules established
by China International Travel Service (CITS) and they held our
passports for the duration of the
cruise. The ship had a Chinese
crew serving under the Chinese
flag and it is jointly managed by
Lindblad Travel of Westport, CT
and the Salen shipping group of
Sweden. The cuisine was superb
— fresh fruits of all kinds,Swedish
view from a Hong Kong hotel
marinated salmon, reindeer
fried
scallops with fish maw as and pedestrians. Crossing this
cutlets, three colour egg slices,
We had been advised to take
well as beef, pork and chicken causeway leads one to Jimei along souvenirs of our home town
served several ways. In a Chinese Teaching Institute, founded by and/or state. We, alone of our
meal, the soup is always served Tan Kah-kee, a patriotic overseas group, did so and we found quite
last and they have exotic-sounding leader who made his money in often our pins, pencils and
names such as white fungus soup, Singapore from industry and com- stickers of Kentucky were instant
yellow lily flower with black merce. Hoping education would bridges of friendship. Soon after
mushrooms and shark's fin soup. save China, he also established receiving these souvenirs, our
The three main types of Chinese teacher training schools and guide began singing to us — and
cooking — Cantonese, Pekingese several technical schools, as well what did he sing? None other than
and Szechuanese — were as Xiamen University.
"My Old Kentucky Home," "Red
represented.
River Canyon" and some Chinese
AMOY'S
ECONOMY
XI AMEN(formerly Amoy)
songs associated with their local
The MA' YAO anchored in the
To help portray China as an university. This was a rewarding
Xiamen harbor, because of wharf emerging nation economically, we experience as we headed for lunch
limitations, and a floating barge were shown sites of the Interna- in our "singing" bus.
was anchored to our ship. A group tional Airport and railroad station
Lunch was in the ballroom of the
of Chinese immigration officials — both under construction. We
Overseas Chinese Hotel where we
and soldiers in olive green also saw apartment buildings in
had the first of our many eight and
uniforms with red trim came various stages of construction but
nine course meals served with hot
aboard from a tender to check there were lingering signs of the
tea, orange pop or cold beer. The
passenger credentials. They were past. For instance, a man
menu today was sausage with
served tea and the chef's delicious harnessed to a two-wheel cart
vegetables, fried shrimp, fried
sweet rolls during the checking loaded with coal or fertilizer. At bean
sprouts with shell fish,
operation.
other times, we saw women in tomatoes and water chestnuts,
Soon we went ashore by tender teams of six or eight carrying
shredded mushrooms and carrots,
and young, good-looking, in- bundles of reinforced iron rods to
deep fried pork cutlets, sliced
telligent CITS guides greeted us be used for concrete work and
tomatoes and cucumbers with
and escorted us to new,clean,air- other women loaded wood on the
sugar and vinegar and soup at the
conditioned buses which had been ferry. We also saw blackdressed.
'
end of the meal — this time
built tit Ensiancl_Lother-xesi_naes_ ....seamea.Avorkers,..with cooliedsata, -asparagus-and chicken soup.
were built in Japan). Since it was bending over to work in the
BIRTH CONTROL PROGRAM
a hot, humid day, we were served watery rice fields or women wearcold orange or papaya juice in foil- ing yokes to enable them to carry
China has a widespread prosealed bags which was a welcome two heavy baskets of coal. gram of birth control and several
treat.
Xiamen has had fewer foreign methods of enforcing adherence to
Amoy is the Fujian name for the visitors than cities usually includ- it. One way is with billboards
island city now generaly called ed on tours so our group of showing a picture of happy
Xiamen and it has been a famous Americans and Japanese was the parents with "one" child. Another
port for centuries. Since 1956 it has object of interest for the people of way is to have money "talk." A
been connected with the mainland Xiamen — an interesting OLD ci- family with only one child
a'Pagoda
by a causeway for trains, vehicles ty.
receives five yuan (1.75 yuan

equals $1 U.S.) from the government and no allowance if they
have two children. If they have
more than two children, all
allowances previously received
must be repaid.
Although the birth control program is considered successful,
there remains a strong tradition
among Chinese to have large
families as a means of providing
security in old age. Individuals do
not pay taxes but businesses pay
heavy taxes. In China all retail
stores on the MAIN streets are run
by the Communists but those on
side streets are individually owned and operated.
GUIANGYU ISLAND
After visiting South Pu Tuo
Temple, one of China's renowned
ancient monasteries, we took a
ferry to Gulangy,u Island which is
part of Xiamen. It has tree-lined
streets winding up and down hills
and motor vehicles and carts from
outside are forbidden. The people
who live here have a special love
of music and the evenings are filled with singing and the sound.st of
pianos, violins, guitars, accordions and flutes. The sore line of
this island is very rugged and
from the beach, an attractive
walkway zigzags out to a pavilion
where one can meditate. On a
rocky formation is a neatly
painted -.admonition from Confucious which is interpreted thus-.
ly: "Impress your mind with
beauty." (Another column on
China will follow next week.)

Social studies teachers...
(Continued From Page 1)
Wanda Johnson of Calloway County Schools, and Joan Wilson of
Murray Middle School. Seiber is
provisional treasurer and Johnson
an executive committee member.
The energetic contributions of
these teachers has been a key to
starting the association, Cartwright said.
The association has three
primary objectives:
• To promote the study of
history and social studies in public

schools;
• To sponsor programs and activities of interest to teachers and
professionals;
• To serve as a resource pool
for programs and materials.
An example of the service the
association aims to provide is the
upcoming conference itself, which
was partially funded by a Kentucky Humanities Council grant.
Workshops wW be conducted on
oral history, local and community
history, and a unique way of

teaching local folklore. The latter MSU social historian Hughie
will center on a Trigg County Lawson will share his experience
teacher's honors class that in a project jointly sponsored by
publishes local folk tales. It is the 'MSU and Land Between the
sort of project other teachers may Lakes. Working with the LBL
want to make use of, Cartwright
media specialist and exhibit coorexplained.
dinator, Lawson last year
"There are a lot of people out assembled a slide-tape show and
there in the public schools who for
exhibit on the early settlement of
years have been doing some in- the area, particularly Trigg and
novative teaching. We'd just like
Calloway Counties. The show has
to get those folks together and
share those ideas."
In the local history workshop,

been presented to many area
groups, and the exhibit is now on
display at the state library.
This summmer Lawson worked
on a follow-up project coordinated
in the same way, on the early
economy of the region. Both were
funded by the humanities council.
Local history, and oral history
as a source of knowledge about the
local past, is an area the associa-

tion will particularly emphasize.
It is an area MSU has developed
some expertise in, and teachers
will be able to draw on the university's resources.
Persons who would like to attend the Oct. 11 meeting should
call Cartwright. The meeting will
fulfill the optional in-service requirements for several school
systems.

LOINWOQCADE
Anniversary Special Oct. 1-14

HOMECOMING QUEEN FINALISTS — One of these six coeds will be the 1962 Homecoming Queen at Murray State University. She will be crowned Saturday, Oct. 16, in ceremonies to begin at 1:30 p.m. prior to the
football game between the Racers and Midclle Tennessee State University. Finalists are (from left, front)
Melinda S. Harshbarger, Hopidnirville senior; Melissa Summers, Lexington senior; Donna L. Beeson, Perryville, Mo., senior; (back) Felecia Ann Dixon, Louisville senior; Nancy Moriarty, Frankfort senior; and
Clarizza Maria Fox,Louisville sophomore. The Homecoming Queen is selected by vote of the student body.
MSU photo by Barry Johnson
•

•
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Engineers urged
to get educations
Engineering, like the Greek tital Atlas, holds the
earth on its shoulders. Bridges span rivers,
hydroelectric dams transform motion into electricity, electronics networks gird the globe. From the
microcomputer to the megalopolis, the role of the
engineer is vital to civilization. Yet the number of
young Americcana wishing to pursue the rigorous
graduate study of engineering is diminishing even
as technology burgeons. Why?
Many undergraduate engineers can make so
much money in today's market that there's little incentive to pursue graduate degrees.
Foreign students appreciate the value of advanced engineering studies. Forty-four percent of
graduate engineering students in this country now
come from abroad.
That figure is bound to kindle the xenophobia of
some Americans. But we see it as a tribute both to
the excellence of American engineering schools and
an opportunity for foreigners to take home the
latest technological advances to better living conditions for their peoples. It is also an opportunity to
expose American students to their foreign counter
parts and to broaden understanding. The crossfertilization of knowledge is a key element in the
development and propagation of technology.
We don't want fewer foreign engineering
students; we want more Americans to study
engineering at the highest level. Further education
is not a guarantee of success: Apple computer inventor Stephen Wozniak was a college dropout
when he designed his personal computer in a
garage. But it is revealing that after making
millions, he went back to Berkley to finish his
degree.
To an American who graduates from engineering
college the appeal of a $35,000 job is high. But today's opportunity may become tomorrow's rot job,
as undergraduate knowledge reaches limits that
eventually limits a career.
The appeal of engineering education is obvious to
a student from Bangladesh or Kenya. In those countries, the big engineering projects have yet to be
built, the frontier of progress is open: the lack of
technology is a painful part of daily existence.
Foreign students pay two or three times as much
as Americans to attend engineering schools here.
Their tuition and their skill keep many departments
fiscally and intellectually vital. Many finish their
graduate studies and find jobs in American industry, a gain for our country but a loss for their
homelands.
We welcome their presence and hope more
Americans join them in graduate engineering.

Social Security cuts
convicts' benefits

perspective
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southern seen

by lorry mcgehoe

Discovering whatis disappearing
Middle-age is a time for discovering what is disaope-aring — a
woman's waistline and a man's hair.
It is abetted in this discovery by letters of invitations to class reunions,
by phone calls to funerals of aged
relatives one prefers to remember
being younger, and by one's children
suddenly being old enough to leave
home.
Some of the gathering occasions of
life have disappeared. Distances
have dispersed families, and reunions are less frequent now. Required chapel and convocations have
gone from colleges, and student
bodies gather only for ballgames, if
at all. House buildings and barnraisings once done by neighbors have
been relegated to carpenters and
masons. The Fourth of July is a time
to get away, not to get together.
Thanksgiving Day still gathers people together, but more for preChristmas sales in shopping malls
than around seldom-used dining
room tables. Living room and dining
room have become parlors for dust
and for show, and dens and cars are
the spaces where people spend their
days. Soap opera casts on television
replace the large families that used
to gather in the homeplace.
What sort of memories will our
children have? What modern experiences will they, when middleaged, look back upon with the pained
pleasure we do for our homes and
town gatherings? Will rock concerts
serve them as well as do our
memories of dinners on the grounds
and hog-killing days in the fall?
When the gauze of Sunday fog slowly lifts, as if raised by invisible

fingers at its far corners. I think of
• sleep and a fergetthig. as sad •
the large sheer sliest over a grandwithin ea. OW 11111 gar. had'
mother's Sunday left-overs. For the '
bomber/ Na begetting and shins*
rest of each Sunday, as dawn's gray
trona afar."
moves to yellow morning and red
Often we found more of ow family
afternoon and back to evertint.Sre3r,
below the ground than about it. and
some divine rheostat from the
we scraped mom off their marble
world's turning flicks on the light of
tablets to we if written then,
memory and lights up scenes of SunWaved by those in-graved, there
day at my grandparents'farm.
were some words to tell us what
would become of us. But mow of our
After those whole-family-andkin must have been self-effacing,
anyone-else Sunday dinners, our
for their marker words are brief and
grandmother covered the food and
eroded. They probably would have
everyone napped, or washed dishes,
preferred no words or stones at all,
or pitched horseshoes found in the
and
would have chosen pencilweeds of the fallen blacksmith shop
scribbled epitaphs on recyclable
down the road, and then later the
paper that could dissolve and return
men, anyone old enough or still
with them to nurture nature that nuryoung enough to run, alternated
tured
them. The prouder ones would
among barnyard baseball, touch
have
chosen
a new tree that could
football, or "annie-over" around the
root, and age, shade and shed, as
high house, until one by one, each
they did, and as we shall.
sneaked away to grope beneath the
One final illustration of lost gathertable sheet for a chicken leg or slice
ings:
court days
of pie, or to fill the finger hollow of a
Solitary, the stone soldier sentry
biscuit with sorghum syrup.
between the courthouse and its
But there were other gatherings.
Monopoly-board court-square faces
too.
north, the guard we passed to reach
the courtroom. The building beckonGrave cleaning days weren't ever
ed the county on trial days. Its colgray — but there was a certain graviumned porticoes pressed hard
ty about them, because they remindaround it until eyebrows arched over
ed us that who comes up must evenIts long windows and its corners
tually come down. In a peculiar way,
spewed upwards to become turrets
surrounded by friends and family,
and its clocks on top stopped. Time
they were times to be alone. One
stood still to make time for court
stood above one's ancestors and
gatherings. By the front steps, names
found proof from them that we exof the war-lost peeled off plywood
isted, through them, long before we
panels, and bulletin boards had been
were ever born. Before we were, we
attacked by so many tacks, they
already were. Was Wordsorth at a
were in shreds. Inside, there were
gravecleaning gathering when he
fruitcake-shaped light globes
wrote "Ode on Intimations of Imsuspended down the hallway ceilings.
mortality"? He said,"Our birth is but

thoughts in season
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By Lam Wolf
Some twenty-five years ago, the
English historian J.H Plumb observed that men write history for many
mama.These included the desire:
to try to sedentand the forces
which impel mseitiod shag Na
strange course; to justify a
religion, a nation, or a dame; to
make money; to MID ambition; to sewage obsession; and
for•few, the true creators, to
ewe the ache within.
These motives for studying the
past are also the motives for any
creative activity. We do best only
that which we love to do, for only
thaw things we truly enjoy cause us
to ache within if we avoid them

'4„/ 1/f.';/,'
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Taxpayers will welcome the news that the Social
Security Administration has purged more than
5,000 convicts from its disability benefit rolls, and it
underlines the need for continued vigilance in spotting and stopping waste,fraud and abuse in government aid programs.
The proper function of disability programs is to
provide income protection to workers struck down
by a disabling disease or accident. Who would have
thought that someone injured during the commission of a crime could qualify for monthly checks
while serving time in prison?
That, according to investigators, was the situation of at least some of the convicts whose disability
benefits have been cut off in a purge mandated by
Congress in 1980.
Social Security officials said 5,109 convicts have
been removed from the rolls, at an estimated annual tax savings of $25 million; another 800 ineligible prison inmates are in the process of being
removed, and another 1,000 cases are under review.
A General Accounting Office report noted the
payments to those in prison were not for basic subsitence, because that is paid for by the public. It
also noted examples of convicts receiving benefits
for questionable disabilities.
To place this in perspective, Social Security is
also under fire for purging disability benefit rolls of
many legitimate recipients. There are indications
that such disability "horror stories" as the "Son of
Sam" killer receiving benefits while behind bars
May have provoked an overreaction.
But that certainly doesn't tarnish the victory for
taxpayers that Congress and the Social Security Administration have achieved with the purge of ineligible convicts, and we hope to see more victories
in rooting waste, fraud, and abuse out of government aid programs.
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and deed Mies hnidled S heu ups.
%einem the IOW elegroislion tans
apse, but not enough in may the
doweling floating ea top of the halt
eland amide's aisle the wells. What
hisses. thane were awn train the
epee dike whidswa. deems acmes
the dotty leather ledgerssed through
the half-glassed open office doors
The crowd funneled through the halls
Into the courthouse's four corrwrs
and filed im creaking stairways to
(he tap floor. People poured out the
stairwells like billiard balls bouncing
out of the corner pockets.
But, gathered in the wooden
theatre seats of the courtroom. the
crowds became quiet as a congrega •
Lion The high ceilings rerrunded us of
church, and the jury in the box
looked like an all-made choir and
the judge wore a robe nist like a
priest, and the lawyers quoted scriptures.
And outside, on the benches around
the courthouse, was another gathering that was there every day, except
Sundays Retired farmers and
salesmen and railroaders of the town
and county gathered, some around
checker boards and card games, and
other to alphabetise benches with the
pocket knives they had gotten at
Mule Day knife droppings or at
Saturday afternoon trading*
We gathered together to ask the
Lord's blessings We gathered at the
river with the saints. We marked
time without stopwatches. Just by going from gathering to gathering. And
now. in an age when there are twice
as many people as then, everyone
scatters, like corn cast among flocking chickens.

To order a copy of all Thoughts in
Season published over the past three
years — in paperback — call Alida
Graves at 759-4901 or Susan Hart at
7S3-3474
Proceeds from the sale of this book
will support the Murray-Calloway
County Comprehensive Care Center
and Murray -Calloway County
Needline Association

looking back into murroy's post
Ten years ago
Deaths reported include Mrs. Amble Florence Smith, 82, John Shelly,
77, Dale Hill, 12, John Daniel (Papa)
Dill,94, and Steve Ward.
Mrs. Robert McCoart and Mrs.
Joseph Rose are co-chairmen for The
Haunted House Project of Kappa
Department of Murray Woman's
Club scheduled Oct. 27 to 31.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wilkerson on Oct. 3.
Mrs. Harold Wilkinson of Hazel
Woman's Club was elected recording
secretary of the First District of the
Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs at the district meeting.
—Paducah.
Dr. U. Hortin, director of journalism at Murray State University,
spoke about "Calloway County Sesquicentennial County History" at
meeting of Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
Twenty years ago
Charles Eldridge, Murray College
High School FFA, showed the
reserve champion steer. and Rodney
Scott, Calloway County High School
FFA, showed reserve champion
shorthorn at Purchase District
Junior Beef Show at Murray
Livestock Co.
Deaths reported include Pilger
Taylor,60.
A new steeple has been constructed
for Cherry Corner Baptist Church
and placed in position, mounted by a
lighted cross, on the church building.
This was a project of the Young Married Couples Sunday School Class
with Jimmy Rickman, Jackie
Buriteen and Junior Billington in
charge of plans and construction.
The Sophomore Class of Murray
High School won first place honors
for its float in the homecoming

parade on Oct. 5.
Modene Grogan, Charlie Lassiter,
Beurdean Wrather, Joe Walker, Bernice Walker, Marjorie Woodall, Ruth
Lassiter, Mellie Hopson, Lucy Alderdice, Rhoda Nell Herndon, Auberna
Perkins, Jean Perkins, Desiree Duncan, John Harvey Perkins and Leon
Duncan were installed as officers of
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of
the Eastern Star.
Thirty years ago
Billy Gene Adams, Hazel Gardner,
James Chapman, Gene Thurman,
Elaine Coats and Randa Broach
passed their driver's tests and were
rented driver's licenses this past
week, according to State Patrolman
James Brien.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Minnie White,91.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Melton, Sept. 30, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Luther Dunn,
Jr., Sept. 30. and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Elmus Morris, Oct. 1.
Myrtleen Holland, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Holland, Murray,
and Franklin Tcnvery,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lace Towery, Rt.l. Mayfield,
were married Sept. 27 by Henry
Hargis at his home.
Lt. Jacqueline Miller of Boston,
Mass., is the guest of her parents,
Mr.and Mrs. Claude Miller, Rt. 3.
Forty years ago
Sixty Calloway County men will
leave Murray for induction in the
[lofted States Army on Oct. 14. They
arernen who were accepted out of a
group of 90 who took their physical
examinations in Evansville. Ind., on
Sept. 30.
Deaths reported include Joshua
Newt Parker, Mrs. Robbie Nil
Calhoun, 21, and R.H.(Dick) Wilcox.
98.

The possibility of abandoning the
county jail on North Fourth Street
and making a new one on the third
floor of the court house was discussed
by Calloway County Fiscal Court.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clark and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Trevathan,Sept. 22, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. H.C. Jones, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. R.C. Kendall, Oct. 1, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Nash and twins, a
boy and girl, to Mr. and Mrs. O.B.
Farley, Oct. 2, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Lacey Towery and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Caplinger, Oct. 4, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. A.H. Kopperud, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Perkins, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Boel Hargis, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. LO. Miller, Oct.
5, a girl to Mr. arid Mrs. Marvin Todd
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joshua
Parker,Oct. 7.
Marriages announced include
Frances Elizabeth Gatlin to Marion
Todd Yates.
Dr. Hal Houston was elected to
fellowship in American College of
Surgeons.
Bonnie Farris is building a Large
tobacco warehouse and loom leaf
floor on East Maple Street.
Fifty years ago
Plans are being made for Calloway
County Fair to be Oct II and 22 at
Outland Bros. Tobacco Barn.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Jesse
Coleman, 67, Mrs. Odeier Vance
Bogard, 69, Thomas Irvin, 43, Billie
James,John Webster Wilson, 71, Mrs
Ella Shackelford, 61, Mrs. Josephine
Myers, 61, Urban Shrader, 611.
William David Lassite, 17, and
Jackson Ewing Sims,09.
LL Veale was elected general
manager at a salary of CAI Per
year and S.T Howard was reelected
....,41.4.1.-Ap

secretary-treasurer at a salary of
$2,400 per year by Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. S.F. Darnell, Sept. 26, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Amos Burks, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Enoch and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ocus Carraway, Sept. 22, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Jim H. Garrison, Sept. 23. a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. O.B. Boone, Sept. 24,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. For=
Spiceland, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs
Robert Belot', Oct. 4.
The Rev. J.E. Skinner was
reelected as pastor of First Baptist
Church.
The home of Mrs. Vera Rogers on
South &rib Street was dernaged by
fire on the morning of Oct. 6.
John Lampkins was named as
keeper of the County Poor Farm at a
meeting of Calloway County Fiscal
Court

-
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community events listed
Saturday,Oct.9
Purchase Area Singles
Society (PASS) will have
a potluck dinner at 7 p.m.
at Eteidland Community
Center. For information
call 753-9230 or 762-6868.
Murray Squa-A-Naders
will dance from 8 to 10:30
p.m. at Woodmen of
World Hall.

Saturday,lki.
Center.
Skating party for
children from Carter and
Robertson Elementary
Centers will be at Roller
Skating of Murray from 2
to 4 p.m. This is a fundraising event for PTO
with $1 of $3 fee for
children going to PTO.
Adults who accompany
children pay 25 cents.

Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Calloway County
Livestock and Exposition Chapter of Full Gospel

Saturday,Oct.9
Business Men's
Fellowship International
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Trenholrn's Restaurant
This is open to all men
and families and no
reservations necessary.
Shower for Mr. and
Mrs. Brooks Watson who
lost home by fire will be
from 2 to 5 p.m. at
Kirksey United Methodist
Church.
Organization of
Gremlin Car Club will be
at 3 p.m. at Murray-

Saturday,Oct 9
Saturday,Oct.I
Calloway County Park. Flying Time at 9:301.m.,
For information call 75:- Raptor Conservation at 2
9675 or 436-21101.
p.m. and Deer Population
82 at 1:30 p.m., all at
Community Theatre Woodlands Nature
will present "Robber Center, and Harvest Feat
Bridegroom" at 8 p.m. in at 2 p.m. at The
Playhouse in the Park. Homeplace-1850.
For information call 7591752.
Sunday,Oct. 10
Events in Land BetDance featuring ween the Lakes will in"Twice As Nice" will be clude Unendangered
from $ p.m. to midnight Species at 2 p.m. at
at Murray Moose Lodge. Woodlands Nature Center
and Fabric Dyeing at 2
Events In Land Bet- p.m. at The Homeplaceween the Lakes include 1850.
Housetal—Z7wer for
Bobby Waldrup family
F - urs
who lost home by fire will
OPEN 6:45
be from 2 to 4 p.m. in
-'Start 7:15
7e
Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples
e come y
Bank.
won't let
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DRIVE
•
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that
you down.

759-4512

1 mile 94 East

yOf•

Specializing in Outdoor
Living areas
Landscaping isn't an expense. It's on investment. We provide complete Landscape
services with a unique flair for design that
will meet your individual needs. We have
the best selection of nursery stock in town.
We stand behind our services and our products. Call us today for your free estimate.

SCOTT BAIO

They're
a
hind
in their
clattawork.
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WILLIE AA
...no two people have
ever come so close.
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First Feature
Repeated Fri.-Sat.
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L

Tuesday is
SS a carload

MARKET MONDAY

Reunion of Zettie
Grogan family will be at
Murray Woman's Club
House with potluck family dinner at 1:30 p.m. and
public reception at 3 p.m.
For information call 7536597.

Monday,Oct. 11
Tuesday,Oct. 12
County Need Une Board elude LBL NAtural
of Directors, Inc., will Resources — Past and
meet at noon at Pagliai's. Present from 9:30 to 11
a.m. and noon to 1:30
Recovery, Inc., will p.m. at Woodlands
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Nature Center.
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Returning Students
United will meet at 11:30
Streets.
a.m. in Ordway Hall,
Murray Neighborhood Murray State University.
Girl Scout Core will meet
at 9:30 a.m. at Girl Scout Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the
Cabin.
Eastern Star will have a
Sigma Department of potluck supper at 8:30
Murray Woman's Club p.m. followed by installawill have an open tion of officers at 7:30
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at p.m. at lodge hall.
club house. Executive
Board, Finance and Pro- West Fork Baptist
ject Committees will Church WMS will meet at
7 p.m. at church.
meet at6 p.m.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include LBL Natural
Resources - Past to Present from 9:30 to 11 a.m.
and noon to 1:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.

Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have an open
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at
club house.

Tuesday,Oct. 12
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis Center.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church
Women will meet as
follows: Alice Waters and
Bessie Tucker at church
and Maryleona Frost
with Hontas Houston, all
at 9:30 a.m., and Faith
Doran at church at 2 p.m.
Groups of First Christian CWF will meet as
follows. I at 10 a.m. in
home of Mrs. Walt Apperson with program by Mrs.
Dorothy Noris; II in
home of Mrs. O.B. Boone
with program by Mrs.
David Roos.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Retirees of Local 1068
UAW-AFL-CIO will leave
by bus at 8:30 a.m. at old
Mattie Bell Hays Circle Tappan lot at Second and
of First United Methodist Main Streets to go to KenFrames Drake
Norsworthy Family Church Women will meet tucky Dam Village for
picnic.
FOR SUNDAY,
Reunion will be at about 1 at 9:30 a.m. at church.
OCTOBER
la, DU
p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Park. A basket Hazel and Douglas Homemakers Clubs What kind of day will tomorCenters will be open from will meet as follows: Col- row be? To find out what the
dinner will be served.
— say, read the forecast
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- dwater with Elizabeth stars
Haneline,
Paris
Road
given
for your birth sign.
tivities
by
senior
citizens.
Monday,Oct. 11
with Faustene Walker at
Hattie Lee Galloway
1 p.m., Countryside with AR/Es
Tuesday,Oct. 12
WMU Group of Westside
Carolyn Enoch at 10 a.m.,(mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Baptist Church will meet
BYW Group of Suburban with Jo Han- problems with family or inat 7 p.m. at church.
Westside Baptist Church cock at 7 p.m. and New laws could get you down, but
Colts and Fillies 4-H will meet in the home of Providence at place not your spirits pick up if you go
Horse Club will meet at 7 Carolyn Carroll at 7 p.m. announced.
out somewhere new. Then rapp.m. at Extension Office.
port is restored.
Murray TOPS (take off TAURUS
Events in Land BetMurray-Calloway ween the Lakes will in- pounds sensibly) Club (Apr.20 to MaY 20)
will meet at 7 p.m. at There may be a few
headaches for travelers, but
Health Center.
you'll feel happy once you
Alcoholics Anonymous reach Your destination- Enjoy
Is scheduled to meet at 8 home life.
p.m. at western portion of GEMINI
Livestock and Exposition (May 21 to June 20)
Don't quarrel with a romanCenter.
tic interest about money or
where to go for dinner. EvenSingles Class will meet jug
brings
mutual
et 7 p.m. at Seventh and
understanding.
Poplar Church of Christ. CANCER

ir

CLINIQUE

Allergy Tested 100%.,Fragriat*.Free

Ready Now
Your Latest
Clinique Bonus:
"See The Results"
Yours FREE with any Clinique purchase of 6.50 or more.
One bonus to a customer

For any skin, the best of care means Clinique. You'll see why when
you use the remarkable beauty-helpers in this bonus that clean,
smooth, decorate and give you glorious hair. Each in a'special trysize that's the best of convenience for handbag or travel.
Clarifying Lotion 2. Sweeps off dead skin flakes, so better skin can
show.
Balanced Makeup Base. Perfects skin's surface without looking like
makeup. Honeyed Beige
Shell Pink Gel Rouge. Clinique's innovation — won't fade, won't
rub off.
Extra Pink Gel Rouge. Clear, bright, one of Clinique's superb new
shades.
Handbag Mirror. See the results of all your excellent skinwork.
Clinique-green frame.

For a fast, free skin analysis,
come and meet the
CLINIQUE COMPUTER
Clinique is a total system of skin care. And the very
heart of the system is the Clinique Computer. Programmed
by a group of leading dermotolgists, it asks eight
essential questions and analyzes the answersio determine
Skin type and the proper Clinique products and procedures.
The a sequence of three minutes in the morning and another
three minutes at night results in better looking skin.

Dixieland Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone:(502)759-1 21 2

(June 21 to July M)
Bethel Baptist Bible we not the time to express
Study will be at 6 p.m. at initiative, as others seem
home of David Cum- ready to stifle it.shopping and
ingham.
new job ideas prove satisfying.
Cordelia Erwin Circle LE0
of South Pleasant Grove (July 23 to Aug. 22) 4/24iC
United Methodist Church The day begins on a sluggish
Women is scheduled to note. Partygoers may have a
meet at 7 p.m. at church, hangover to contend with. An
unexpected invitation
Senior citizens ac- brightens the nighttime.
tivities will be at 9:30 VIRGO
a.m. at Dexter, from 10 (Aug. 23°SePt.22)
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel The social scene is liable to
and Douglas Centers and he a source of aggravation.
Find time to be by yourself
Bargain Matinees and attend to pet interests.
Catch up on reading.
Sat ti sun. 2.00 LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Cheri 8, Cine
It's a poor time to further
All Seats Si .50 career interests, yet social life
As stimulating. You'll meet
*others with similar interests.
7:IS, 9.00 it 2:00 Sat.Sim
SCORPIO
PETER 0'TOOLE
(Oct.23 to Nov.21) in4
C.
JESSICA H A RPER
You're not likely to take
kindly to advice and may be
_ MY
rigid
it comes to opiFAVORITE nions. when
Yet you're on top of
YEAR
gm things in career matters.
PCP uA
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) )
60
0
Some friends are unsym7:00,9 iSAI0OS.L.S00
pathetic_and.preoccupied with
their own affairs. Vary your
He os °trod.
He Is totolly
routine and your outlook
Dion.
brightens.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 19) Vi
Have you been paying
enough attention to a loved
"
afros comer 713-3314 One? If not, you'll hear about
It. Career talks are promising.
Express your ideas.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20to Feb. 18)
You're tempted to fret too
much and should take a more
relaxed attitude. Close ties
'stimulate you mentally.
Listen to them_
PISCES
(Feb.19to Mar.20)
Though you'll make a
breakthrough
regarding
business interests, the outlook
Is not as promising for lave
1911 OR yew wp whore paw Wow.
RICHARD
DEBRA
relationships.
GERE
WINGER
G1MA
ri

YOU BORN TODAY are independent with executive
abilities. Though self-reliant,
your be success canes with
the development of the spirit
of cooperation. You can succeed in business for yourself
or in partnership. Banking
and merchandising may appeal to you, though you're
more at home in the profesatiesbnit street 713-3314 mons.

t.

It*
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Health center opens sperm bank to help infertile couples
OAKLAND,Calif.(AP)
— A feminist health
center has opened a
sperms bank ran by
wimp to help thowiends
at Warta couples,Aegis
waste and labiate Oils
want children
"It's very tbreetening
to . some people," said
Laura Brown, director of
the Oakland Feminist
WOODED'S Health Center,
which formally opened
the bank on Tuesday.
"Women are not only go-

HARRY "GIPPY" GRAHAM, Under sd COM.
demotion Diebiepossnt for Kentucity
=
of 114acatira, right, WU featured
speaker at recent First District PTA apprechition
dinner for superintendents and principals at
Idayfield Middle ScbooL At lettis Mrs. Elizabeth
Bowden, district pre preideat. Dr. James
Graham, state auditor for Kentucky, also spoke.
Dr. Jack Rose, superintended of Calloway County
Schools,attended the dinner.

ing to control their bodies
and reproduction through
abortions, but they will
also be able to control
when they have
children."
The sperm bank is the
first in northern California and the first nation-

wide to be run ler women bees Mopped byword Is sew gary woo to be a
lb director ma.
tall reall7 eare Ind an deem. For some men.It's
The hank, which stew- calleerned gam*le tale ego. We don't want
awn from an informal an active role in them^
sperm donor - reproduction." Ms.
Unlike a 2-year-old
insemination program at Brown NW- 'law at lbs Southern California
the 10-yeareld ceater,in first ciwastlessVSella Is sperm bank that accepb
expected to setagenbe
alsortise fees became it
"represenb mother form
of freedom and choice for
women." sabd asebtant
director Barbara Raboy.
The center, which also
providiss abortion, vasectomy and birth control
services, already has
screened more than 31111
men who want to donate
sperm. Each must fill out
a le-page medical Maury
form and provide a
sperm sample for fertility testing.
"The reason most men

Pregnant women worried

YouHrolrondscivoipdeual Meals on Wheels menu announced
Menus for the Nutrition bage, cornbread, butter,
Program for the Elderly prune cake, prunes, milk,
and Meals on Wheels for coffee or tea.
the week of Oct. 11 to 15 Wednesday —
have been released by cheeseburger pie, green
Tripp Thurman, director beans with cream of
of Murray-Calloway mushroom soup, whole
County Senior Citizens
kernel corn, hot roll, butFrames Drake
Meals are served Mon- ter, banana, milk, coffee
FOR MONDAY,
day through Friday at or tea.
OCTOBER 11,19t2
Hazel and Douglas
What kind of day will tomor- Centers and each TuesNEW IN TOWN?
row be? To find out what the day and Thursday at Ellis
Yea Setta Aire
stars say, read the forecast Center. Meals also are
Needs A New Place
sent out each day.
given for your birth sign.
T. Call
Menus are as follows:
ARIES
Monday — spaghetti
ifs
44 and meatballs, cheese,
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)"
Take the initiative in whole carrots, tossed
romance and you'll find your salad and thousand island
GOOD
ARD
reciprocated.
interest
dressing,, crackers, butUNITED
Celebrate without going overter, peanut butter cookie,
METHODIST
board in spending.
pineapple, milk, coffee or
CHURCH
TAURUS
el 121 hay.
tea.
Apr. 20 to May 20)
111:5.5.
FARO
fried
cod
—
Tuesday
Add decorative touches to
11/4.11:41.111.
TOM SMALL
hashbrowns,
cabthe home and consult with fish,
loan officers about home improvements. A close tie seems
irresponsible.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll have good times, bu
don't let things slide at work.
Make important phone calls
and take a chance on creativi

Thursday — roast beef
and gravy, mashed
potatoes, green peas, hot
roll, butter, peach cobbler, peaches, milk, coffee or tea.
Friday — hamburter,
baked beans, cole slaw,
bun, butter, cherry tart,
apple, milk,coffee or tea.

BOSTON (API — Taking aspirin during
pregnancy may MOW
potentially dangerous
bleeding in newborn
babies, and expectant
mothers should avoid the
drug,doctors warn.
Their research showed
that the problem occurs if
women use aspirin wfthm
five days of giving birth.
The excessive bleeding
caused no serious harm
to full-term babies
studied, but the researchers said it could be lifeto a small,
threates
premature child.
Since labor may begin
unexpectedly, the doctors
wrote: "We conclude that
aspirin should be avoided
during pregnancy."
Vitamins, aspirin and
antacids are probably the
most commonly used
drugs in the last three
months of pregnancy, the
researchers said. As

*soy..
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MISSES
LONDON FOG
COATS

t-

point.

VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Work quietly behind the
scenes for success. You won'
be interrupted and will be proud of your accomplishments.
Go gift shopping.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Accept invitations which
come now or make plans for a
party. Your charm an
graciousness will attract ne
admirers.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23to Nov. 21) MeV'
Someone is quietly working
in your behalf. Self-confidence
puts you in the driver's seat.
Financial gain is likely.
SAGITTARIUS
ef
(Nov.22to Dec.21) )
You receive an invitation for
travel. It's a good time for arranging meetings with advisers. Promotional efforts
succeed.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 toJan. 19)
Mixing business with
pleasure works to your advantage, but do research on your
own about new work
developments. A friend is
boastful.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21:1 to Feb.
Surrounded by friends and
loved ones, you'll enjoy this
happy day. Attend parties or
gk out this-evening to scene
special place.
PISCES
(Feb.19 to Mar.20) X
A co-worker will appreciate
your consideration. An ambition is about to be realized, but
you must totally commit
yourself.
YOU BORN TODAY are
'Aesthetic and temperamental.
Motivated by strong concern
for the welfare of others,
you're often found espousing a
pet cause. You're visionary
and your work is usually
ahead of the times. Often you
express your idealism tirougi
a creative medium. Music,ac
ting, painting, ardutecture
and writing are some of the
fields in which you'll achieve
recognition. Take a chance on
your originality and you'll
reach the top. Birthdate of:
Eleanor Roosevelt, first lady;
Francois Mauriac, novelist;
and Jerome Robbins,director.

said "Ila
leeking le
he married. bat I waned
is have a etiet'1 ween1 prepared Is
go le a ber sad eke se.
mesas up - net ally for
are sin laser* hut In
the hibigrily at the sea I
Just renal
breathes a ewe Me dial."
she 1t "The soothed
Me the
honorable
appeased"
Ms. Breves. who also
IMO•11-year-old adopted
daughter. piano one day

It I:NW\1

in Syracuse, NY. It was
published in the Oct 7th
issue of New England
Journal of Medicine.
Among those studied
were 10 mothers who took
aspirin within five days of
delivery. Nine of their
babies had bleeding
tendencies. Their problems included skin
hemorrhages, bleeding
under the whites of their
eyes, bloody urine and
bleeding after circumcision. The bleeding stopped within a few days.

•Bulbs All Varietiesi
*Cushion MUMS
Fall kki
•Lawn Seeding
w.
im *Landscape
for IOW
Planning & Planting
planting
ONES LANDSCAPING
(502)753-1725
407 N. 121b

ti'di ?

CANCER
&pi
(June 21 to July 22) v0r ce-.41
Overcome timidity and go
after what you really want
You'll be able to geaneW
business. Watch extravagance
if shopping.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Local visits have romantic
overtones. Your popularity is
at a high and you'll be able to
convince others of your view

assay as percent of all
pregnant %frames take
aspirin during this
period.
Doctors have long
rectipiesd lid worm inwith the action of
*hist& the bleed cells
that make blood clot.
The study was performed on NI mothers and
their children at the
Upstate Medical Center

ybith aim
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ebbe will nit restriet
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To preyed Ibileibilege
frees marrying each
ether. the center will
keep eatemseve records
and restrkt diners to
fathering IS children.
Us Brown, who gave
birth a week ago Is a
daughter by
seminatioa, said she
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KASHMIRACLE
COATS
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99.90
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Reg.S1554162
Poplin wrap coat
with hood and
pile lining or
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4 length with
toggle closing,
polyfill detachable
hood. Natural or
cpden,6-14.
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WOOL
COATS
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MISSES
LONDON FOG
JACKETS
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79.90
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Reg. $96-51 IS
kfill
Quilted toggle-close
.A
poly-fill zip-front
stadium with hood,
snap front with
,.• hidden hood, or
zip-front poplin
•
with zip-out
,
liner.
r

JUNIOR KNIT
JACKETS
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49.90
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"Birdseye" knit iackets.
. ./ _ ,
Zip front styli
,--.'
reverses. Hooded style
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included. Burgundy,
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camel.
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39.90
Two styles of
pile pacts with
novelty treatment
that includes corduroy
trim, hoods, banded
bottoms, zip fronts.
Wheat, grey.
white, brown,
S-IA-L
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JUNIOR
PILE
JACKETS

Reg. $511460
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Save now on
these wonderful coats
that offer warmth
and style at a
specsal value prIce
Sizes 6-16

SHOP SNYDER'S MON. THRU SAT. 10 A.M.'TM-9 P.M.
SHOP SUNDAY 12:30 'TR.. 5:30 P.M.:— KENTUCKY OAKS MALL

.,
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Spaghetti
Factory
now open

FIRST YEAR CELEBRATION — Employees of Murray's Wal-Mart (Store No. 410) gathered Wednesday
morning prior to the offical Noble= day to observe a ribbon cutting ceremony signifying their first year of
business here. In addition to the formal ribbon cutting, a giant cake was cut and plagues presented to the
store's management team — Gary Stewart, manager; Alan Sharp, assistant manager; James Tallent, assistant manager; and 'Treva Hillis, assistant manager. Pictured above is Wal-Mart Manager,Gary Stewart with
the Murray store's first year "baby."

The Famous Spaghetti
Factory opened its doors
Sept. 9 in the Olympic
Plaza on U.S. 641 North.
Owned by Jim and
Georgia Karahallos, the
Spaghetti Factory offers
pizza, sandwiches and
spaghetti with several
different types of sauces.
"We have four different
kinds of sauces for
spaghetti — one being
clam sauce, one meat
sauce, one mushroom
sauce and one tomato
sauce. The casseroles we
have are unique, made
with a certain mizithra,
cheddar and parmesan
SPAGHETTI FACTORY — Jim Karahalies prepares some famous spaghetti
type of chees on top. Piz- at The Famous Spaghetti Factory,located in the Olympic Plaza.
zas, we've been making
these kinds of pizzas Karahalios said.
the Spaghetti Factory, been in this type business
since 1965," the
Employing 14 people at the Karahalioses have for 17 years.
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Ginseng Diggers
Hite, For sad Root Camper/ of Pohlad', Ky.
will be be*, glasses le Mike's end Nordin,
Ky. it the following dotes, Ames mud times...
A. VI. Sept. 11 end 25. Oct. 9 ond 23. Nov.
6
Arington-9 a.m.- 11 p.m., knee's U.S. 51
mod Ky. 80
Nordin-12 Noon-2 p.m., Jenctien Ky. 80 and
Ky. 1824
Please Keep This Ad For Fetvr• Itefersoce.

REAL ESTATE AND YOU
by Loretta Jobs
PAM, Regulation Z, VRM, ARM — Would
you believe all these initials are only a few of
real estate financing terms used in today's
real estate market — most of which have appeared on the scene in the last two years.
Your realtor can help you through the initials of a real estate transaction. PAM
stands for Pledged Account Mortgage that
calls for all or portion of a buyer's down payment to be placed in an interest-bearing account. Your account is pledged as additional
security for the loon and can be used to supplement the loon's payments during the early
years of the loan.
Regulation Z is one of these federal
regulations that discloses to you the type and
amount of finance charges associated with
your loan. Perhaps you have heard of Truth in
Lending Law — this is Regulation Z.
Variable Rate Mortgage interest rate is
adjusted to reflect changes in the lender's
cost of loanable funds. Adjustment can be in
the form of a change in your payment or by
extending your loan term.
ARM — Adjustable Rate Mortgage is one
which the interest rate may be adjusted up or
down based upon a change in a verifiable index.
Your realtor works very closely with our
local lending institutions. Your banker or savings and loan officer and your realtor are
here to help you have the American dream —
a home for you. Call your realtor. Let him or
her know your needs. Whether you are buying your first home or preparing to purchase
a second home, your realtor can help you
familiarize yourself with terms used in the
real estate market of today.
This is the first in a series of articles with
the idea of answering some of the questions
most often asked about the real estate profession. If you have a question or if there is a
particular area you would like to see covered
in this column, call me at my office at 7531 492 or write me at 1200 Sycamore.

Wall Street activity continues to break records
Wall Street activity
captured the financial
headlines in recent
weeks, with stocks recording amazingly higher
prices and trading
volumes setting new
records almost daily. For
the month of August,
prices of stocks included
in the Dow Jones Industrial listings increased an average of 8.5 percent — after months of
lackluster performance.
September prices were
up another 3 percent.

Kentucky stocks
benefited as well from the
rallies in the market,
with 27 publicy-traded
issues included in the
Kentucky Business
Ledger's monthly index
rising an average 3.6 percent in August and 6.2
percent in September.
The gains were not as impressive as those of the
Dow, which includes a
diversity of industrial
stocks; nevertheless, the
trading gains were
welcome signs to

Kentucky-bases com- Kentucky's corporate
panies.
giant.
Ashland, Kentucky's
And those gains had largest public corporasome basis in recently- tion, recorded ;69.1
announced performance million in earnings in the
records of the Kentucky period compared to $13.3
companies. Second- million in the comparable
quarter earnings per- quarter last year, a 420
formance by 27 Kentucky percent increase.
firms was definitely up,
John R. Hall, Ashland
despite the continuing na- chairman, credited the
tional recession.
quarter's turnabout to
In all, the 27 companies Ashland Petroleum's
registered a 38.2 percent "dramatic improveincrease in profits for the ment" through higher use
three months, when com- of domestic rather than
pared with the same foreign crude oil. Addithree-month period a tionally, the results inyear earlier. That astoun- cluded a non-recurring
ding rise is skewed, gain of $20.3 million from
however, by the results the sale of 10 percent inturned in by Ashland Oil, terest in Ashland Coal.
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Cut Utility Bills

Pat Latimer completes
banking institute course

Our Reversible Fans work year-round to save you
money. Using only 90 watts, they naturally cool you in
the summer and during the cold winter months, move
that valuable hot air from the ceiling down to the floor.
• Elegant Styling

Mrs. Pat Latimer,
assistant to the trust officer at the Bank of Murray, recently completed a
course at the Kentucky
Basic Trust Institute.

• Variable Speed

Warm Weather

Upward Flow

Downward Flow
For Ccolung Breeze

Recycles Tapped Heal

SALE PRICED!

ADMIRING HER PRIZE — Evelyn Myers, Murray, and Dale Bell, owner of Kirby Vacuum Sales
and Service located on Murray's courtsguare, inspect a new vaccum cleaner recently won by Myers
during the store's grand opening give-away.

REGISTER FOR A FREE
BENTWOOD ROCKER TO BE
GIVEN AWAY SATURDAY
OCT. 16 AT 4:00 PM

COME SEE OUR 23 FAN DISPLAY.
PRICES START AT 89".

WHOLESALE ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.
206 E. MAIN

753-1194
4

Big help
for small
businesses
Small Business Tax Workshops
If you rea new business owner,contact your
local IRS office tor intormation on special
free workshops in your area.
They can make you aware of tax benefits
and responsibilities and help you set up
an efficient and tax-wise" recordkeePIN
system.

4
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Latimer attended the
basis trust school at
Western Kentucky
Univesity, finishing the
course third in a class of
21 bankers. As a result of
her high performance,
she was awarded a plaque and letter of commendation for outstanding scholastic achieve-

ment from the assistant
dean of continuing education programs, Dr.
Clayton Riley.
The bank's trust
department was organized in 1980, and Latimer
began her duties there in
December 1981. A Bank
of Murray employee for
13 years, she previously
was employed as a teller
and supervisor of the proof department. Presently
she serves as the bank's
I.R.A. representative,
and assistant to the trust
officer.

For all your Travel Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
representing
American and International Traveltime

A ix,blc senoce message from
the Internal Revenue Service

Clean up for energy savings
/
Vith r
/A&
48410;febirgfiti„ Ags
•41„ r ft, 4 4,,

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT — Mrs. Pat
Latimer, assistant to the trust officer at the Bank of
Murray is congratulated by bank President Joe
Dick upon her completion of the Kentucky Bails
Trust Institute, recently held at Western Kentucky
University, Bowling Green. Latimer received both
a plague and letter of
44 44 .
tion for her
outstanding scholastic perfo

Did you know that a dirty, clogged filter in your central
heating system can cost you money?
When the filter becomes dirty, it puts a strain on your
system, causing it to work harder and use more energy.
To keep your system working
efficiently, check the filter
regularly. When it becomes dirty,
clean or replace it.
Remember, keep it clean. Your
heating system will work more
efficiently, and you'll save on
energy costs.
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We at the

Bank of Murray .
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Famous Spaghetti Factory
Pat Latimer
Wal-Mart
Evelyn Myers

Murray Electric Co. 44'7°57137i
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west kentucky outdoors

It's not nice to be mad
at animals, but I wanted
to slap that fox squirrel's
face.
I was sitting in my deer
stand minding my own
business. The woods were
just waking up, and any
minute I was expecting a
whitetail to come tripping
the trail and cross
the aw 10 yards away.
squirrel was a big,
impudent fellow, his
stomach and tail were the
color of a pumpkin. His
back had a lot of grey, as
did his face. His nose
looked like a small lump
of coaL
He came trumping
along in the leaves, at
first giving me a start
that a deer was easing in
from behind. I tightened
the grip on my bow and
slowly riveted my head
around. I relaxed when I
saw the origin of the
noises, but I didn't move
a muscle.
I'm sure the squirrel
was used to the stand. It
had been there since
shortly after the squirrel
season came in. Phil
Sumner and I had seen 12
deer in these woods then,
and he'd found the trail
that looked like a cow
path. The deer had cut a
rut at the gully crossing.
It looked like a perfect
spot for an ambush, and
we'd carted the
tower/blind in and set it
up.
No, I'm sure it was the
camouflaged blob that
was on the stand. That
big, unmoving something
that wasn't quite natural,
that hadn't been there
before, that got the squirrel excited. And this was
one animal that just
couldn't leave well
enough alone.
Illataad -4 of 6Opping
away, he jumped up onto
the trunk of a nearby oak
and started shaking his
tail. It waved wildly, like
a cheerleader's pompom
during a tight game.
Then came the scolding.
"Che, che, che, che, che,
cheeeee."
"Go away, you pest," I
thought, but I didn't
move. I didn't like the
idea of him stirring up the
woods. And if a deer
came by and I turned to
drawd my bow, I knew
the commotion would be
loud. But I didn't bat an
eye.
After a minute the

squirrel got quiet, stopped shaking its tall and
stared inquisitively. Then
It swapped ends, climbed
up level with my head
and perched on a branch.
Now it was no more than
10 feet from my seat.
Bowhunting. It's a
great sport that requires
large doses of skill,
knowledge and intelligence. It's requirements are offset by
its rewards, however: excitement, serenity in
becoming a part of the
woods, satisfaction when
a deer is downed.
Did I say serenity?
"Che, che, che, che,
cheeee." Old Fox had
started up again. Maybe
he saw me breathe of
flickds an eye when a
mosquito flew under my
face mask. "Where were
you when I was squirrel
hunting?" I thought
maliciously. "I'd probably have to boil you
half the day to make a decent stew?"
"Che, che, che, che,
cheeeee."
It was a test of wills,
and it was also a test of
my self-control. I had this
overpowering urge, a
real compulsion to throw
up my arms and yell. I
wanted to scare him out
of his wits or maybe even
take a shot as he raced
through the branches.
But that wouldn't be
worth losing an expensive
aluminum arrow and a
new broacihead. I sat unmoved.
I've done very little
howhunting over the
years. The sport requires
large doses of time and
effort. It's not like rifle
hunting, where you sight
your weapon in and shoot
it a few, times befeee
beading .afield. Bowhunting requires practice,
lots of it. It requires getting on more intimate
grounds with your
quarry, learning just the
spot where you can get
close enough to send an
arrow into a vital area.
It's a test for seasoned
veterans, not amateurs.
I'd probably fall
somewhere in between
these two categories. I've
rifle hunted a great deal
through the years and
killed several respectable
bucks. Until this year,
however, I've had little
time to practice with my
bow. But starting after

by wade bourne

dove season, I shot
regularly, every afternoon, getting used to my
sights and new release,
learning to shoot from the
hayloft in the barn down
to the hey bales 25 yards
away. By the time openg morning came, I was
having little trouble
shooting6-inch groups.
The minutes passes,
and our test of wills continued. The fox squirrel
would relax, turn its
head, then look suddenly
back as if to catch me
moving. The tail con-

tinned to flop, and twice it
stuck its paw out like it
hoods.
wanted to_
A grey 'squirrel scuttled
by, searching for acorns
in the leaves. The he
squirrel ran down the
tree and bullied the grey
away. Then he returned
to his perch and started
ammo again.
Enough is enough!
We'd played our little
game a full 10 minutes,
and I wanted some
silence in the woods. I
finally gave in, throwing
my chewing gum at the

)\fishing line

I•

by *Ty nwupin
Fishing conditions
Woody, Baker and the
started getting tough last Sheltons all reported
weekend for two reasons good catches of crappie
that I Imow of.
before the changes.
One is, the weather had
I fished Monday and
turned warm again with a Tuesday with Harold and
lot of hot sunshine during Freda Book from
the day and the other is, Frethicksburg Ind. and
the lake elevation was be- again we really had to
ing lowered, which usual- work hard to find fish
ly causes the fish to move large enough to keep.
away from the banks and
Much of our time was
into deeper water.
spent casting because
This doesn't mean that Harold and Freda both
fish won't bite becsuse wanted to catch a big
some of them will bass. We caught a lot of
sometimes during the bass but they were 11%,
day.
inches to 12% inches in
It does mean however, length.
that you will have to work
We found some more
harder to locate fish and stripes on the surface and
then try to coax them into around the bridge to save
feeding.
the day!
I fished with Richard
I don't know of anyone
and Nadine Cleveland who has worked harder
from Louisville and we or made as many casts as
tried everything in the they did in such a short
books, plus a few which time.
are not!
Freda kind of took
We cast for black bass, charge of catching the
stripes, and crappie, us- most fish both days but
ing many different types she was casting constantof lures, before we hit on ly, nearly wearing out
the stripes. They were two reels!
chasing the shad minHarold had some big
nows in short bursts, both fish on that had other
on the surface and in deep ideas about coming into
water, so we managed to the boat but even that
boat a decent string.
was fun. Freda also had
We did some trolling some real jabbe's strike,
also and found several one of them broke her line
different species along and left her in a state of
the deep drop offs.
shock!
We caught big crappie,
These were very nice
white stripes, yellow people and a lot of fun to
stripes, largemouth bass be with, so I hope to fish
and Sauger on deep runn- with them again real
ing rebel crankbaits and soon!
wiggle warts.
Steve Owens and I fishTheir had been several ed below Barkley dam
local anglers taking crap- Thursday morning, trypie on minnows and jigs ing to find a "harkley
in these some areas since ha wg".
our last cool weather.
' We used buzz baits and

Boyer Tree Service

C
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poet. He was gone in a
flash, darting around
behind the tree trate,
then soon:twins up and
making his getaway
through the treetops.
That's when I sew it, a
flicker of white back
down in the woods. Quick
scrutiny revealed the
form of a deer in quick
retreat, an animal on the
trail, probably coming
my direction! I couldn't
make out the sex. And it
was the only deer I saw
all morning. Dern pesky
squirrel!

crankbaits along the
riprap which is the only
banks there is to fish.
Steve worked a noisy
lure, which he had made
some major changes on,
and raised a lot of bass
that hit short, behind the
lure.
We didn't realize what
was happening until we
started to leave, but the
water level rose about 11
feet while we were there!
During the night, the
river discharge is stopped or slowed considerably causing a big
drop in elevation.
Whenever the turbines
are turned on again in the
morning the river then
rises.
We did find some big
white stripes however,
and we had a lot of fun
with them. They just
didn't stay up long
enough to suit us!
We are due some cool
weather soon and this
should get the fish started
feeding seals so get
ready. Trophy time Is
Happy Fishing!
near!

canine education
Q. I have a raw poppy
sad It piddles la the hems
tied dame up adage when
1 have. it a throe asealin
kld and otherwise very
nice. When will it stop being messy in the how
when I am gone
A. A three month old
puppy is too young to be
left alone for any length
of time in the house. It
should be put in a pen outside until you return, or if
that is not possible, then
It should be confined to
one area that can be controlled. A three year old
child is not bad, but can
get into a great deal of
trouble if left unsupervis
ed for any length of time.
Each is a growing, learning entity and their main
problem is that they have
not had time to get
enough experience to
deal with all the problems
and dangers they can encounter in the normal
day's time. Experience
comes with time and all
learning whether good or
bad is accumulative over
the years. So, if you let
the puppy run loose and
learn that it can chew up
things when you aren't
looking and learn that it
can go on the floor and no
one will care, it will probably do these things for
the rest of its life. If,
however, you can confine
the puppy when you are
gone and train it when
you are there to play with
its toys, not chew up
things, and to ask to go
outside where it will be
praised for doing what it
has to do where you want
it done, then the odds are
that the puppy will do
those things when it is
grown.
This is one of the major
reasons pot pansy dugs
turn up in the pound or
humane shelters or are
found dumped along the

•J.0 Pontoons

Wholesale
1
Hwy.68 & 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 o.m.-8:30 p.m.

Cain's, AMC,Jeep

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779

;

753-8536

Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

Phone 6
S02-7(3-5693

AK M.AM- AUK AUK AMAMI

AIM ta

641 Super Shell

Hwy 641 North

I

Complete Uwe of Fishisio
toad Sport*, topiepweent

Boot, Motor,Ski &

appy Holiday Travel,Inc

Pontoon Rentals

Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
DON AteCt ORE
„

753-6448

753-9131

Your II-Nail Naadguarters

Itenloke.' Miall;a
Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching Ramp,
Tackle, Bait

GRAYSON alcallItt
'

,
Telephone 502-436-5483

*Mercury Outboard
*Pro Craft
*Lowe & SkeeterBass Boats

;

CIUTEMARDS

Serving The lakes For 30 Years

Hw.641 South

Rt. 1 Nordin(S02)474-2245 et 474-2211,Is. 171

Open 7Days A Week

Sales & Service

A1

TillFifth*

0
$

12ailialt,"74

Summer Special

• holly inserea

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

Retail

Where "Service Is Our lesieess

Removal of dead, diseased or unwanted trees.

R R 2 tuchonon Tenn (901) 232-1221

rood at abut nine to bowies. anathe of alga. They the caller used Mid le de
were ewe poppies hying emastiting .he Came
with essesee who Ohm. Her, Is a general caneasegh &beat them to br- sued that lets the deg
ing them beam They knew you want hem in
were ewe poppies dist your ario's Wallah or ia
the pee* Omega were the home. the car, or
cede end worth Whig. whatever It lets the dog
But their ambers dee pre Raise e short hit of
bet* thought that those bemieses Were cedes
cute polipples wed/ grew and dews wet mops*et
up to be Lassie or DOW the deg di awhile eller
or Beep er maybe Pod be gob le see ether thee
like a clog they hod whoa be within touching
they were growing up. &steam
Down. get down and Mt
They didn't realise that a
trainer spent many hours down are very misused
to make those show dogs wards and lead to a great
look good on the screen or deal of confusion an the
maybe some parent spent dog's part Down means
just enough time and did to lay on the ground in a
just the right things to lying down position Get
turn that fondly down should be replaced
remembered dog into the by get off, or in cases of
loving and livable pet the dog pimping up on
they once had. No dog people the Sit command
grows up wild and un- should be given then entrained and remains a forced, with the dog only
loved member of a fami- receiving praise and petly. It has to have training ting in a setting position.
from some source that is Sit Down is the worse
successful in order to find because it asks the dog to
do two things at the same
Its place in the family.
time
thus making it imA young puppy should
be taught with patience possible for the dog to
and love — food goes a obey and involving him in
long way to help get a guessing game as to exthings done quickly. It actly what the owner
should know Its name, to really wants Confusion is
come here when called, to the greatest cause of
sit, down and stay for disobedience in dogs
short periods of time. It They simply do not
should also be trained to understand what is exwait until the owner pected of them Repeated
returns. There is a dif- frustration leads the dog
ference between wait and to avoid people thus makstay. Stay means do not ing him an undesirable
move from that position companion So. train the
until told to do so. Wait puppy early, make it immeans to remain in the possible for him to
general area — the yard. misunderstand your rethe car, the house — until quests and commands
the owner returns. The Be consistent and firm,
dog may move around, yet loving and you will
but not leave the general have an excellent adult
vacinity. There is also a companion Obedience
difference between come training should begin at
and come here. Come Mx weeks in small doses
means to stop whatever and continue throughout
(Continued on Page 10)
you are doing immediateetillY reel
Allbt MIK 411R.••41111. Wif W- MOS Oa

10% Discount

F—
Bass Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

by awry belle ageism%

ritiurray Bail Co.:

753-8536
On Beard* Kentucky Lair
Why Pay More For Your Next Boot?

Maimay badger it Thins

Mack & Mack Marine
Aurora, Ky.

474-2251

4 a.m.-6 p.m
Buy a pair of men
or ladies boots or
$20 in clothing
items and get a
free $15.00 straw
hat.

Durgiz
Bait Shop
Worms — Minnows
Licenses — Ice — Supplies

147 Ridge Rd.-Hamlin, Ky.
436-2102
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Who gets Jawbone'after Laker homecoming?
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Calloway County won
its homecoming, 20-7,
over Reidland, Friday.
That much is certain.
But immediately afterwards one pressing question remained for the
Lakers:
Who would receive the
Jawbone of the Ass
Award?
CCHS coach Sam Harp
graciously explained.
"It's an award we give
every year at homecorn"Ing to the player who does
the best job during the
game. The award has
Biblical connections —
when Samson rose up and
slew a thousand men with
the jawbone of an ass —
that's where the idea
comes from."

ALMOST GONE — Reidland kick return specialist Brian Reed (81) scampered to within smelling distance
of the Calloway County goal line on this punt return, but he didn't count on galloping Jeff Garrison pulling him
down from behind. The run was stopped on the Laker two yard line, but the Greyhounds scored on the next
series. Calloway retaliated, however,and won the team's homecoming,20-7.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Last year the recipient
was a unanimous
coaches' choice — junior
tailback and defensive
back Jeff Garrison.
This year, according to
Harp, the Laker coaching
staff would have to wait
until after the game films
were examined to select
the deserving candidate.

And what a crop to
choose from.
Consider these efforts:
Jeff Garrison — Two
touchdowns, 176 yards on
32 carries, one interception, a touchdown-saving
tackle at Calloway's 2yard line, outstanding
defensive play at safety.
Solid prospect for repeat
honor. Gained over 350
yards in last two games.
Tim Brown — Senior
quarterback passed 12
times, completed eight
for 103 yards. Increased
year's total aerial yardage to 929 (74 of 121)
while maintaining a 61
percent passing accuracy. Commandeered
the Lakers' offense the
entire night, including an
88-yard scoring drive in
the third period which ate
up 7:04 on 15 plays.
Craig Darnell — Shifty
senior wide receiver
caught five passes for 77
yards including two for 35
and 22 yards to set up
Laker TDs. As defensive
back he picked off a pass
with :06 remaining to ice
game. Came up tough to
stop several Greyhound
sweeps.

The Hogs — The entire
Laker offensive line did
"a super job," according
to Harp, despite the
absence of senior center
Marty Hayes who was injured early in the first
half. Hayes was taken to
the hospital, but the extent of his injury
(possibly a combination
of sickness before game
compounded by hard hit
to his head) was not
known immediately after
the game.
Hayes' replacement,
Chuck Storey, filled in
adequately and was instrumental along with
Tim Pittman, Tim Barrett, Greg Baker, Roger
Gallimore and Mark Duncan in providing the
Laker backs with gaping
holes in the Greyhound
line.
Because of the solid
line play, Calloway accumulated 355 yards in
total offense, including 76
yards on 11 rushes by Tod
Contri.
Laker Defense — Entire Laker 'D' played with
heart and determination
despite falling behind, 70, early and allowing two

kick returns of 78 and 59
yards. Eventually shut
down 'Hound attack,
sacked Fteidland quarterbacks at least four times,
had TD fumble return
called back on controversial penalty, pressured
QBs to cough up two interceptions and limited
'Hounds to 95 total yards
offensively.
No matter who receives
the award the entire
Laker squad was
celebrating the team's second victory in as many
weeks. Friday's win was
the first time since last
year's 8-3 season the
Lakers have won two
straight.
Calloway improved to
5-3 overall with the
district and West Kentucky Conference victory
while Reidland slipped to
2-6.
Statistics
CALLOWAY
REIDLAND

0 7 7 6 — 20
7 0 0 0— 7
Scoring Plays
lit — (11:51 I David Walker, 3-run.
Tony Vaned kick 7-0
bid — 11:14) Jett Garrison 2-run.
Grog /Laker kick. 7-7.
3rd — (1:10) Garrison 7-run Baker
kick. 14-7.
4t0* — (6:15) Tod Contri 3-run Run.
following penalty an luck,failed. 204.
Attendance — App. 1,200.

Fallen Angels believe in Ladd
MILWAUKEE (AP) —
Pete Ladd doesn't pretend to be filling Rollie
Fingers' shoes —
although his size 15 feet
would be more than adequate — but the
Milwaukee Brewers'
rookie relief pitcher
made believers of the
California Angels.
Ladd relieved starter
Don Sutton with the tying
run at the plate in the
eighth inning Friday and
rdired all..tour men he
faced, preserving a 5-3
Milwaukee, victory as the
Brewers stayed alive in
the American League
playoffs.
Sutton, now 4-1 in
league championship
series for his career, matched his season high with
nine strikeonts in 72-3 innings. Paul-Molitor slugged a two-run homer that
proved decisive for the
Brewers, who had to win
or face elimination in this
best-of-five series.
The Angels, who won
the first two games in
Anaheim Tuesday and
Wednesday, planned to
pitch Tommy John
against the Brewers'
Moose Haas in Game 4 today, beginning 1 p.m.
EDT.
With Fingers, the
Brewers' star relief pitcher, sidelined since
Sept. 2 with a torn muscle
in his right forearm,

Manager Harvey Kuenn
went to the hulking, hardthrowing Ladd as his
short relief pitcher.
Ladd struck out two of
the four men he faced. He
has faced seven batters in
this series and ttas retired
all of them, five on
strikeouts.
Ladd, called up from
Vancouver in early July,
said he has tried to
cultivate a mental
toughness like that of
Hall of Fame pitcher Bob
Gibson, his boyhood idol.
"Gibson was very in-

timidating, to the point
where even some of his
teammates disliked
him," Ladd said. "That's
the way I try to be."
Sutton carried a fourhitter and a 5-0 lead into
the Angels' eighth when
Bob Boone led off with a
disputed home run.
Ben Ogilvie was primed to attempt a leaping
catch in front of the left
field wall, but a fan in the
bleachers grabbed the
ball before Oglivie could
get to it. Umpire Larry
Barnett, who was patrol-

ing the left field line,
signaled home run as
Oglivie and other
Brewers vehemently protested.
"The fan's hands were
behind the fence. That's
the way I saw it," Barnett
said. "I signaled home
run. It would have been
spectator interference
and the batter would have
been out if in my judgment he (Ogilvie) could
have caught the ball."
"Without a doubt I
would have caught the
ball, but he the fan) had

his hand over the fence,"
Ogilvie said.
Rod Carew bunted for a
hit one out later. Sutton
then struck out Reggie
Jackson for the third
time, but Fred Lynn and
Don Baylor followed with
RBI doubles to make it 53.
Ladd relieved and
retired Doug DeCinces on
a grounder to end the inning. Ladd got Bobby
Grich on a grounder to
start the ninth and then
struck out pinch-batter
Rob Wilfong and Boone.

Delay doesn't disturb Braves,
knuckleballer Niekro fired up
ST. LOUIS ( AP) — The
Atlanta Braves are getting a bit anxious to play
the St. Louis Cardinals
again.
But a second rainout in
three days isn't disturbing Phil Niekro.
"I was ready to pitch
tonight. I'll be ready to
pitch tomorrow," said the
43-year-old knuckleballer
following a deluge Friday
night that shoved back
the second game of the
National League's championship series to tonight.
"I don't think this delay
will hurt me.
The rainout may have

New Business in Town

Welch's
Sand and Gravel Co.
•Pea gravel
*Concrete grovel
*Septic tank rock
Sand
Washed Sand end gravel
Located in Alm, ky
759-1090
753-0277

helped Atlanta, which
trails the best-of-five
series, one game to none.
Had Friday night's
game been played, righthander Tommy Boggs
would have pitched for
the Braves, and Niekro
probably would have
limited to working just
the third game for Atlanta.
"It doesn't disappoint
everybody, with the exception of the fans," said
Niekro, whose 41-3
shutout innings on the
mound were wasted
Wednesday in a washout.
"If anybody's disappointed, it's probably
Tommy Boggs. He was
ready to pitch tonight.
It's something over which
we have no control,"
Niekro said.
St. Louis Manager

FEDERAL
MATERIALS

753-3355

Whitey Herzog agreed.
"I don't worry about
that," said Herzog about
the postponement, called
only 37 minutes after the
game was to have begun.
"We've got to win two
ballgames. It's just one of
those things."
The rainouts, which
were the first at the
Cards' ballpark since
June 1979, could affect
next week's World Series
scheduling.
Barring further delay,
the series between the
Braves and St. Louis
could end Tuesday — if it
goes five games. The
World Series is currently
scheduled to start Tuesday in the NL city.
While the Braves revised their pitching rotation,
Boggs sat slumped on a
stool in front of his cubi-

cle in the Atlanta
clubhouse.
"That's great, but we
didn't win a 162-game
season with one pitcher,"
the 26-year-old Braves
hurler said when asked
about not starting. "I was
psyched up to pitch. We
thought they'd stay all
night to get this one in."
As it turned out,
however, the postponement did soothe ruffled
feelings between Niekro,
who said he was ready to
pitch Friday, and his
manager.
"If I was in his position,
I might have done the
same thing," said Niekro
in considering Joe
Torre's decision not to
pitch him 48 hours after
Wednesday's rained out
opener.
Herzog said rookie
John Stuper, 9-7, will remain St. Louis' pitcher in
the second game. Righthander Joaquin Andujar,
who started the opener,
would start the third
game — "if we play
tomorrow night."

CUTTIN' CORNERS — Murray State's Ronald Hopkins (48) shucks one
Morehead tackler and looks upfield for an opening. Hopkins, the Racers No.1
kick returner, will lead MSU (1-3) against visiting University of TennesseeMartin (3-1) tonight at 7:30.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Bad fan with sure hands
receives stadium escort
MILWAUKEE (AP) —
A fan who reached over
an outfield railing to
catch a controversial
home run by Bob Boone
of California in the
Milwaukee Brewers
playoff victory over the
Angels didn't see the end
of the game from his seat.
He got escorted out of
Milwaukee County
Stadium and it was just in
time, a witness to the incident said after the
Brewers' 5-3 win over the
Angels Friday.
"People came from all
over the bleachers. They
were ready to beat on
him," said Joseph Meyer,
who was sitting nearby.
"They were angry."
The Brewers were
leading California 5-0 in
the eighth inning of their
American League Championship Series game
when Boone hit the fly
ball off Don Sutton.
Photographers, including television network cameramen, captured the scene, as the
fan reached over the rail

scared," Meyer said.
"Another interesting
thing was that he didn't
have the ball with him,"
he said.
The Milwaukee County
Sheriff's Department,
which aids in ballpark
security, withheld the
fan's name "for his own
protection."

Calloway
splits races
at Webster

Calloway County High
School's cross country
teams came away from
Concrete, Pea Gravel,
Webster County with a
etc.
split decision, Thursday.
The Lady Laker harriers stomped their hosts,
22-33, behind the No.1
running of Pam Knight.
Also scoring for the CCHS
girls were Melissa Miller
(3rd), Kris Miller (40),
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
Bonnie Hutchens (5th)
FEELING WITH GENUINE
and Mandi Miller (9th).
The CCHS girls have a
GM PARTS
busy week planned next
week as they participate
"Iiii111111141Mi1111111
in three meets in
preparation for the Oct.
23
regional competition at
through
Marshall County.
it
Calloway's boys
weren't as fortunate at
Lady Lakers, falling
#I(,Bar-B-Q Plate: comes with Bar-B-Q, French: the
by three points to host
*
*Fries, Baked Beans, Slaw & Toasted Bun
* Webster, 30-33. West
'1972 Grand Prix
ti
ig Hopkins also competed
PLUS
it
White Vinyl, Gold Paint, Wheels, AM-FM
*
Stereo, Good Tires, P.S., P.B., AC.,Trade-In. i# *Rib Plate: Ribs, Potato salad, Baked Beata . and scored 65 points.
Barry Knight was the
4ii(Toosted Bun
* first Laker to finish, place ing second overall. Mike
*year choice with met Drink
* Harlan,
*
Mark Thorn, and
ig
for only $
Paul Vought finished 6-8,
and Mike Wicker placed
It Just think a complete meol with Dri for under 03"
'P4( 10th.
OM OUAL/TY
753-2617
UN
SMIVICA PARIS
Tuesday the CCHS
GIDIKRAL MOTORS POURS DMI101111 641 S. Murray
teams travel to Port
*
*
Chestnut St. Murray 753-0045
* Campbell for their next
/2=zir Al=ow Arabi ir=7/0 *
meet.
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DWAIN TAYLOR
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For The Particular Mon
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

and caught the ball as it
seemed to be dropping into the outstretched glove
of Brewer left fielder Ben
Oglivie.
"You could see him
the fan) reach down,"
Meyer said. "If Benji
wouldn't have had it, it
would have hit the mesh
there and bounced into
play, no question. There
was no way that should
have been a home run."
But the left field umpire Larry Barnett ruled
it a homer and before the
inning ended, the Angels
had scored two more
times.
The Brewers trail in the
best-of-five series, two
games to one.
As for the fan who
made the catch, "for a
split second he was happy, holding it (the ball)
up, and then people
started yelling at him,"
Meyer said.
Security people soon
ushered the fan out of the
stands.
"He walked right by us
and he was pale. He was

Wed.
SSun.
Bar-B-Q Specials

*
*
*
*
*
*

s,

99

.04t
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Trigg County blasts MHS,27-7

SCOREBOARD

'Finest bock'Baker leads Tiger skinninf

On Friday, for the third
time in three days, the
NFL Management Council rejected an offer to
return to the bargaining
table. Jack Donlan, executive director of the
council and chief
negotiator for the owners,
reiterated his position
that nothing can be accomplished until the
union drops its demand
for a wage scale, which
aims at "destroying the
existing system."
His union counterpart,
Ed Garvey, said that
would almost certainly
doom next weekend's
games. "It is this
weekend that will decide
what happens next
week," he said. "If they
don't come to the table
this weekend, it is a
foregone conclusion next
week's games will be
cancelled."
In fact, Garvey noted
that the league's owners
are not expected to meet
again until Oct. 19 and
said: "This tells us they
don't expect anything to
happen until then."
The union, meanwhile,
announced it had arranged with several regional
financial institutions to
set up loan funds that
would provide up to
$20,000 per player.
Garvey said the loans had

SOUTHERN
BELLE
Perfect choice
for double-crop
Extreme early
maturity plus top
yield potential

been negotiated to "put
the players in a position
to survive a long strike."
Garvey said he expected the players might
begin to feel the pinch at
the beginning of
November, when bills
start coming in. Union officials, who would not
divulge the names of the
money-lending institutions, stressed that the
money would be used for
household and living expenses and "not for investments."
There was also action
Friday in court, and it
continued the confusion
over the union-organized
series of all-star games.
In St. Louis, U.S.
District Judge James H.
Meredith sent back to a
Missouri state court a
suit by the Cardinals to
prevent its players from
participating in any of the
gwjie, And the Buffalo
Bills asked U.S. District
Court Judge John T. Curtin to return a similar
lawsuit filed for the same
purpose to a New York
court.

Worm,Ky. 42071
753-7446

AGRI

Anytime. No 1 BeerSelIu

their own 10, and was
called for an equipment
violation on the ensuing
play, Ching the Tigers a
first-and-goal at the S.
But two no-gain runs, an
illegal procedure penalty
and an incomplete pass
forced the visitors into a
field goal situation. The
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LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky basketball center Sam Bowie
has returned to Lexington
after spendhig 10days in
a Tennessee clinic for
tests on his fractured left
shinbone.
Randy Stacy, assistant
sports information director, said Friday that
there would be no announcement by UK officials until Coach Joe B.
Hall and Bowie had had
an opportunity to review
test results with doctors.
Bowie entered the
Campbell Clinic at Memphis, Tenn., on Sept.30.
Doctors are trying to
decide whether Bowie
should undergo surgery
to repair the stress fracture or give the leg more
time for natural healing.
If the doctors decide
natural healing would be

the best choice, they are
expected to make a
recommendation on
whether Bowie could play
this season.
The 7-foot-1 center
from Lebanon, Pa., missed the entire 1981-82
season because of the
fracture. The leg had appeared to be healed last
spring, but X-rays at the
end of the summer showed the fracture again.

Lend!upset
BARCELONA, Spain
(AP) — Mats Wilander of
Sweden upset Ivan Lendl
of Czechoslovakia 7-5, 6-1
in the quarterfinals of the
8175,000 Count of Godo
Tennis Tournament.
Guillermo Vilas and Jose
Luis Clerc, both of Argentina, won their quarterfinal matches.
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the Murray High defense, Friday, rushing for 133 yards and two touchdowns on
19 carries. The Baker-led Wildcats bombed MHS,27-7.
Staff photo by John Salerno

Bowie back from tests
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season a success"

BLAZING BAKER — Trigg County freshman Al Baker (8) wrecked havock on
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Auto Racing
SAN REMO,Italy( AP) San Rant) auto rally.
— Sweden's Stig Blom- beating West German.
qvist, won the five-day Walter Rohr' in the last

leg of the race.
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WITH APPROVED CREDIT

RUDOLPH GOODYEAR
is pleased to announce to our
friends & customers that you
can now buy GOODYEAR TIRES
WITH NO INTERESTfor90Days

---COMPARE
THEN SHOP US FOR
• QUALITY•VALUE•PRICE•& TERMS
SAVE ON THE ORIGINAL
ALL SEASON RADIAL

If high interest rates have stopped you from buying the truck
you need, wait no more. Right now you can get low 99
annual percentage rate financing made possible by Nissan
Motor Corp. and available to qualified buyers. Come in today
and see how much you can save on any new Datsun Truck.

FOR IMPORTSice U.S. CARS

$39" $44"
BS UM/ Illd

• Price Clots not Include taxes, kens',
destinatbon charges or title fees

MU RAY
DATSUN 0001."
641 S.

753-7114 PRODUCT OF NISSAN

1 92

GOOletlf

THE LOWEST FINANCING
AVAILABLE FROM MN
MANUFACTURER!

SHOEMAKER SEED CO.
46 end Chestert

Trigg pen and returned
it Xi yards to the Wildcat
18_
Trigg was hit with a
pass interference call
which moved the ball to

Hendon's Service Station

backs I've seas to date."
CanceraIng the Mem
the coach amid now is the
time to regrow. The turnovers, be said, were a
result of a "lad& of ceacentration." het mid his
teem has cheracter and
-we're going to fight
back and make the

•90DAYS SAME AS CASH'

By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Sports Writer
The third straight
weekend without the National Football League is
here. The fourth isn't far
behind. And maybe the
fifth...and the sixth...
The strike entered its
19th day today, with no
talks since the owners
walked out a week ago,
and tire's no indication
the two sides Will even
meet any time soon. In
fact, there seemed to be
more movement
backward than forward
during the week.

Saline= picked off •

attempt wee hobbies! asid
Trigg teak over at lbIL
With the Tigers
momeatam waning.
Triggs' Al Baker took
over in the second half
with ID rang of DI and 111
yards. The 44, 11111-pound
freshman carried the ball
19 times for 133 yards.
When Baker did not
have the ball, Tooke
either exercised his option to run, or handed off
to Donald Bush, who
scored the first TD, or
Calvig *Darnley, the
talented younger brother
of former Murray State
fullback George Turniey.
English labeled Baker
as "one of the fined

DAYS SAME AS

Another NFL weekend
drifts helplessly by;
strike-break unlikely

continued as the teem got
arreral breaks as a drive
near the end Of the haN
but failed to punch it in.
Defensive back Jon

•90DAYS SAME AS CASH*

remainder of games this
seam. The coach, who
ssid he would rather not
comment on the names of
the players, added, "We
most definitely had some
internal problems. Their
experience and absence
hurt us."
Injuries cited by
English included
fullback4inebacker Chris
Farmer, who did not play
at all, and quarterback
Mark Boggess, who sustained a knee injury late
In the first half and sat
out the rest of the game.
He added that he did not
know the extent of the
QB's injury.
The game's tone was
dictated by first half turnovers as the Tiger fumble was followed on the
next drive by a Trigg interception at the Murray
30 yard line. The Tigers
dodged that bullet,
however, by recovering a
Wildcat fumble at the
one, only to fumble it
away on the next play.
Trigg did not waste its second chance and went
ahead,7-0.
Trigg's ground pounding offense accounting for the next tally as
QB Treav Tooke zipped
around right end and ran
41 yards to the end zone,
putting the 'Cats on top
14-0.
Murray's frustration

•90 DAYS SAME AS CASH*

By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
Undefeated Trigg
Oluflief.r011.0.110 able
Of hued imulted
numerous penalties
day night, but the
Wildcats still managed
an easy 27-7 win over
turnover-riddled Murray
High at Perdue Field.
The lone highlight of
the game for Murray fans
was a sparkling 95-yard
third quarter kickoff
return by David ,McCuiston. The senior
halfback carried the ball
nine timesfor 43 yards.
It appeared that the
Wildcats were unprepared for the Tigers in
the early going as the
visitors stopped Trigg's
highly touted backfield on
the first series. But the
ensuing Tiger drive —
given new life by a Trigg
roughing-the-kicker
penalty—died when a
Wildcat ,pounced on a
Murray fumble with 6:15
left in the first quarter.
From then on Murray,
which dropped to 4-3
overall, had trouble
holding the football. After
the game, Tiger coach
Tim English attributed
the letdowns to injuries
and disciplinary action
taken earlier in the week
which suspended five
players, three of which
were starters, from the
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Big Three burgermakers fight continuing
MIAMI (AP)- Burger
King lawyers had it their
way in federal court when
a judge refused to halt an
advertising campaign
which claims that
McDonald's regular hamburgers are 20 percent
smaller than those from
Burger King.
But Friday's ruling was
just round one in the battle involving the nation's
Big Three burgermakers.
No. 1 McDonald's will be
back in court in
November for a full-scale
hearing seeking a permanent injunction to make
No. 2 Burger King, its
chief competitor, pull the
new $20 million ad campaign off the air.
And Wendy's International, No. 3 in the industry, has jumped into
the fray with a $25 million
suit against Burger King
for ads claiming that an
"independent consumer
taste test" showed
Burger King's sandwiches were tastier than
those from McDonald's
and Wendy's.
Chief U.S. District
Judge C. Clyde Atkins
refused to halt the ad

campaign after nearing The "20 percent
arguments and viewing smaller- commercial
the ads for almost two shows a little girl in front
hours.
of a Burger King
"Naturally we are restaurant saying, "Do I
pleased to be able to con- look 20 percent smaller to
tinue running our '20 per- you? I must to
cent smaller' ads," McDonald's."
Burger King spokesman Other ads cite a "taste By Abigail Van Buren
John Weir said.
test" that found people
McDonald's says the prefer the "broiled" taste
ads, by the J. Walter of Burger King hamThompson ad agency in burgers to McDonald's
New York,are "false and and Wendy's hamDEAR ABBY: Today
misleading" because a burgers, which are grill- birthday. I say "would would have been my mother's 53rd
have been" because five years ago
McDonald's hamburger ed. The ads say they are she checked into a local motel, hung out the "Do Not
costs less than a com- fried, a description Disturb" sign and took an overdose of sleeping pills. She
parable burger from McDonald's also con- lived in a big city, and we didn't find her until two days
Burger King.
later, despite a frantic search.
tests.
I cannot begin to describe the hell that I, her oldest
daughter, have gone through since. I kept asking myself,
"Why would a beautiful, respected, successful business(Continued from Page 7) woman do such a thing? Why didn't I see, hear or feel it
the dog's life as a structions on dog training coming? What could I have done to stop her? Why didn't
necessary part of his from puppyhood up and she tell me how much she was hurting? And worst of all,
socialization with the includes lesson plans for if she really loved me, how could she leave me like this?"
human pack. For further home training. The Cattle Those questions haunted me. Ending one's own life is a
information send SASE Dog training is designed tragedy, but the guilt borne by the survivors is also tragic.
After a loved one has committed suicide, counseling for
to: Mary Adelman, Rd 2 for dogs that work like the survivors
is very helpfg1;• but it is also important to
Box 54B, Hazel, Ky 42049 Australian Cattle Dogs,,keep busy. They should try
new experiences and new chalor call 502-436-2858
German Shepherd Dogs, lenges in order to build their self-confidence and self"The Dog Obedience and also outlines the new esteem. Some suggestions:
Book, Vol I & The Herd Dog Certification 1) Volunteer to work with children in hospitals, preAustralian Cattle Dog: program which offers schools and public schools, Boy/Girl Scouts, YMCA and
Selection, History and Herd Dog degrees for all other social organizations.
Training" by Mary Belle breeds at three level, HD, 2) Work with foreign adults and students who are strugAdelman Is currently HDX (herd dog ex- gling to learn English. Local high schools with foreign
available at the above ad- cellent) and HDU (herd students can help you get started, and you need no foreign language skills or previous experience.
-tress. It gives detailed in- dog utility).
3) Become a homemaker aide through your state family
and child service agency. Many young women today are
on public assistance and need help in learning simple
household budgeting, child care and homemaking skills.
4) Join a small church and learn about its various
services and activities.
5) Take adult education classes; everything from shorthand
to cake decorating is offered. Or join a service club
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
like the Red Cross.
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DEAR MAKING IT: Thank you for an inspiring
letter that may help others to make it, too.
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DEAR ABBY: The woman I work for and have known
for a long time offered me $300 to seduce her 15-year-old
stepson. She thought it was time he had some experience.
I am not that kind of woman, but I could sure use the
money.
I am 31, divorced and respectable, if that makes any
difference. Would it be wrong?
UNDECIDED IN ATHERTON
DEAR UNDECIDED: You're wise to question the
proposition. It's not only "wrong," it's illegal. The
boy is a minor.
DEAR ABBY: I see nothing wrong with asking my son
or his wife what his salary is. After all, I am only interested in their well-being.
My husband disagrees, and we've decided to abide by
your opinion.
LOVING MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Grown children are entitled to
their privacy. I vote with your husband.

Q

1. Wel Notice

MIER

Commissioner's Sale

The Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court Mary Marvel, ET
AL Plaintiff, Versus Mozelle Farrier, ET
AL Defendant.
Notice of Sale
By virtue of a judgment and order of
sale of the Calloway Circuit Court
rendered at the October 8th Term thereof
1982, in the above cause,for the division of
property and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House
door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to
the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 25th day of October 1982, at 1:00
O'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon,a credit
of 30 days the following described property, to-wit:
LEGAL DESCRIPTION
A 18,774 square foot lot as surveyed by
F. T. Seargent and Associates of Murray,
Ky. on June 24, 1981, located on Hwy. 94,
just East of the City Limits of the City of
Murray, Ky. in Calloway County, and being more particularly described as
follows: Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract of land
and the Southeast corner of the Rubin
James and the Hoyt Cleaver, Jr. prooperty (Deed Book 161, Card 1914) said point
being a #4 Re-bar (set) 30.00 feet North of
the centerline of Hwy. 94 and 355.00+ feet
East of the centerline of Industrial Road;
thence North 24 ° 40' 33" West 67.00 feet
along the said James & Cleaver East property line to an existing No. 4 Re-bar;
thence South 65° 19' 27" West 4.00 feet
along the paid James & Cleaver Property
to an existing #4 Re-bar; thence North 22°
54'07" West 129.20 feet along the James &
Cleaver property to a N4 Re-bar (set, said
point being the Northwest corner of ther
herein describer tract of land thence
North 54° 03' 37" East 93'61 feet along the
said James & Cleaver property to a #4 Reber (set), said point being the Northeast
corner of the herein described tract of
land, and the Northwest corner of the
Dewey Lamkins, Jr., property (Deed
Book 116, Page 373); thence South 22° 59'
45" East 22, 58 feet along the said Dewey
Lamkins, Jr. West property line to a #4
Re-bar (set) 30.00 feet North of the
centerline of Hwy.94; thence South 70° 43'
32" West 85, 66 feet to the point of beginning.
Source of title: Deed Book 78, Page 644
and Deed Book 91; Page 392
For the purchase price, the purchaser
must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the
day of sale, until paid, and having the
force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with
these terms.
Prank Ryan
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

MOVING!

2. Notice

2. Notice

SHIRLEY FLORIST
and
GARDEN CENTER
NANCY, I DON'T

502 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.

MIND IF YOU

SOMETIMES
SWEEP DUST
UNDER THE
RUG.---

/53-3251
HICKORY LANE
STABLES
The

complete

Horse Farm indoor
riding

IS flyndr•Os.

,

training

boarding,

HEY/ STOP THROWING
YOUR 009!

YOU COULD
SERIOUSLY
INJURE
SOMEONE
WITH THESE
ROLLS

for

horses

hire. Lessons

for everyone.
759-4588 days
759-1869

Even-

IT

THE MOST UNIQU
BOOMERANG
DESeGNED

RE
NOW
Free erosible.,

GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY INC.
OtTlIfit PliZ3
Values up
to $300
DRAITUOG UNTIL
OCT. 9, 1982
HRS.9-9 Doily

14 Su
I KNOW ALL THE
6TORIE9 OF ALL -THE
PHANTO45 Ah47 ALL
THE JUNGL E„AS PIP

MY FATHERS,,,

if THE VERBAL
HISTORIANS OF
THE JUNGLE.

0

I

For Watkins products
see Holman Jones 217 S.
13th St. or call 753-3128.

Will do house or office
cleaning, we do windows, reasonable rates
and references. Call
437-4712.

World like to Wm
a pheasant hinting party to Seat*
Dakota. First
week of' the
11110111011.

491-8326

14. Want to Buy
Used infant
Call 759-1601.

car

seat.

15. Articles for Sale
A-1 condition Electrolux
vacuum cleaner with
power nozzle and all
attachments will sell
cheap with 1 year
guarantee. Call 753-4801
between 9:30-5 p.m.
Ashley wood stove for
sale, new with jacket.
753-2987.
For sale: beautiful
knotty pine cedar chest
$65. Call 753-4178.
Ladies full length
leather coat size 7, $65
deep brown in color.
Ladies short fake fur
jacket size 9, tan in
color $25. Like new.
492-8130.
REPOSSED SIGN! Nothing down! Take over
payments $58.50
monthly. 4'x8'flashing
arrow sign. New bulbs,
Letters. Hale.; Signs.
1400-227-1617, Est 667.
TRS-80 Model III personal computer with
cassette recorder. 48K
memory. $875. Call
753-0803

_

We hove special
gg prices
for
your
im Tiny Tots. Coll us
for an appoint
el
ment
• CARTER STUDIO
• 00 Mom
753 8298

Traditional living room
suite; sofa, love seat,
recliner, end table $175.
Call 759-4756.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

5. Lost and Found
Found a man's ring in
Murray. Anyone able to
describe the ring may
call 498-8294.

6. Help Wanted
$106.80 DAILY EARNINGS working one to
three hours a day at
home. Your earnings
Fully Guaranteed in
writing. For complete
details and application
please send a Stamped
self-addressed envelope
to: C.W.P.O. Box 595,
So. Fulton, Tenn. 38257.
College graduate-Multi
Billion Dollar Company
expanding its sales
force in Murray. Excellent career opportunity.
All fringe benefits. No
travel. For confidential
interview call Garon
Allen 759-9480. Monday
12 n000-5p.M. Tuesday
8a.m.-5p.m.

• s.
HAYRIDES
Hayride, weiner roast
Hickory Lane Stables.
759-4588 or 753-7637.
Have a vacancy for 1
child, age 2-3 years, in
my home. Call Sat. after
8p.m. or Sunday
p.m 753 8077.

I'M SELLING THE
LArE) IN
BOOMERANGS

9.SNOW% Wanted

16. Home Furnishings

Now is the time to
flowering
plant
bulbs. Available now

FOOP

Hard working eggres
sive take charge type
individual to run es
tablished debit agency,
in the Murray to Eddyville area. We offer
great compensation
training program and
fringe benefits. Please
call Paducah between
Sa.m -4.30p.m. for appointment and interview, 444-047 E.O.E.
Lady needs work taking
care of older people
man, woman or day
work. Call 435-4394.
46,Win trips! Make loads
of money! Sell Avon!
Call 753-0232 or 753-0170.

,
401.0 WE'RE

WE'RE NOT MOVING...

pC7- I C?Nit Lk

I. help Viantsd

1. Lei Notice

ELECTROLUX
Your home is the best
place to see why we're
better. Free pickup and
delivery. We repair all
makes of vacuum
cleaners. Bill Farris 118
Riviera Ct. 753-3639,
Kirby Sales & Service.
Call for free home
demonstration. No obligation. We repair all
makes. Free inspection.
No labor charges on any
cleaners. Full line of
parts in new and used
vacuums of all makes.
Court Square Murray.
Call Dale at 759-4801.

18. Sewing Machines
For sale: $200 used
Singer Touch and Sew
sewing machine and
cabinet. Special ZigZag
with 8 fashion discs. All
other attachments included. Like new. 7537217 after 5p.m

FOR RENT
Business Space, 2400 sq. ft.,

191$ Coldwstsr toed, termer 'seethe of Thermo Device Stedie. Itecsoe•bie rites.

Call 753-4524 or Tucker TV 753-2900.

1

WALLIS DRUG

•PISCRIPT1016 *Mil FRUIT DRINKS
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSAIETICS
*MOUNTER °STONY PRODUCTS
Free Meer,11111 Preeattsleee My Wits

ILI'S TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
NOW TAKING ORDERS
Owe your ewe phase and reduce that
seat* piens MI Piece year order new
for coeveatleaal, treadles, cordless or
decorator sets.
Also conipare ear prices fen rewiring,
adding lacks, etc.

lobby Weds,*weer

753-2228.

& TIMES.Seloresti.Dasher9. HQ
Ka
..LEDGER
/
'PAGE U THE MURRAY.E

tik
a
MIL

!t.Farm Eqrlpinee

ft Atiecellimeses

IN 311E
3110E
MSS;

St Was*het

Good steed Huntsman Two bedroom in harem.
Deck fenced yard,
Weed Stowe 2310
garage. $275 a month
2475er 753-5576.
plus deposit. Phone
King size mattress. 753-14,2.
springs, baby bed. Two bedroom brick
microweve oven, chest, Wise IJUII trawnwat. 1
clothing, color te, misc. block Wvm hospital ind
753-5102 evenings.
middle school $325. Call
OREGON SAW chains. 753-11,00.
St" pack for 16" bar. Well kept brick veneer 2
$7.99; 20", $099. Wallin bedroom. 2 baths. w
age, appliances fur
Hardware Parts, Tenn.
Including
Stove boards heavy fished
lined 321n x 424n $12.99, washer, dryer, dis36 x 52 $17.99. Wallen hwasher, some furniture available. For
Hardware Paris Tenn.
information call
Topper for pickup
collect: 606-278-5157.
truck. Call 435-4251
Ask for Kirk Johnson.
after 5 PM.
Tyro wheel utility trailer
S'x7'11" $350. Small
chest type freezer $150. Wanted
Burley pounMusical
-2
7.
2..08.
dage for 1983 crop.
753-3023 before 50.71127. Mobile Home Sales
753-6862 after 5:30p.m.
1974 12x70 Mobile
INFLATION
2 17. Uvestock-Surlies
/
Home, 3 bedroom, 11
PRICES
bath, central heat and Nine year old quarter
air, furnished. Located mare, solid black, 14.3
Plawer, Stay,
at E-14 Fox Meadows. hands, good disposition
aye, Alaiestic,
Days 753 3643, Nights and nice confirmation.
car stereos.
753-684.
Broke western, good
World of Sand
barren or game horse.
west. 22 yen Serra
Call 759 1718 after 6
753-516S
A 2 bedroom, newly p.m.
furnished, Shady Oaks
Trailer Court. 753-5209.
CAF STEREO Pioneer, Four-2 bedroom trailers 12 week old Beagle
Kenwood, Marantz, for rent: 1 in Shady pups. 753-6491 before
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro- Oaks, 1 on Hwy 94East, 2p m.
fessional installation. 1 in Coach Estates, 1 in AKC English bull dog
Sunset Boulevard Music Riviera Cts. 759-4592.
puppy, female. 502-362Dixieland Center Near Murray 2 bed- 4064.
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
room, furnished with AKC German Shepherd
For sale: 2 year old house furniture. Real puppies 60 champions,
home stereo system nice throughout. 759- also guard dogs and
excellent condition. 1305.
Registered Eskimo
Yamaha CR420 reNice 2 bedroom trailer Spitz. 502-554-2153.
turnceiver, semi-auto
for rent near Murray. AKC Registered Cocker
table, Genesis 1 plus No pets. 489-2611.
Spaniel puppies. 2
speakers $395. 753-7217
Two bedroom furnished males, 1 female, $75 ea.
after 5p.m.
all electric mobile Call before 1 p.m.,
home. $150 per month 435-4126.
rent, $75 security ite- AKC Registered
posit. No pets. Call Doberman puppies. 759PIANOS & ORGANS 753-4808.
4588 or 753-7637
AKC Registered
29. Heating-Cooling
Chinese Pug puppies
New Console & bench
753-7438.
by LOWREY
Free-8 week old pupAir
conditioning, pies,
mixed breed. 753Reg. $1,795(l only)
appliance and 250/.
NOW $1,288
pups, register
refrigeration ser- Pointer
New Spinet & bench
Champion Field Blood
walnut finish (only 1)
vice. All brands. Line, five months old
by KIMBALL
started. 901-782-3572.
759-1322.
Registered Palmaran
NOW $1,088
iart 5 months old, male.
BALDWIN "The best=
753-3672._
30. Business Rentals
con bu.,e' (only I), c
at $2,250
Produce

400e Ford plows, disc,
cultivators 753 6520
._ after 5 p.m
'744 IH Diesel Tractor
. with TA also diesel plow
and disc. 4110-2425.
Tobacco Strippers.
Gore Mechanical
tobacco stripper,
gasoline model $795.
E lectric model $875.
Cell Jerry Atkins, 753$401
Two Grain Trucks
Combine, 2 Gravity
Beds, 2 Wagons, John
Deere Planter, Corn
Picker, Cultivator,
Disc Plow, Blade
Mower. Call 382-2764.

X.For Rentor Lease

21. Mobile Home Rentals

N. Pets-Supplies

41 PalEd*

IL Waniw Sale

Nave Mat mini-farm
roe hove Owyrs wew
led. 11 acres and •
spilt - love I. fear bedroam h•m• sitting
ammo Mont Oak Imes.
with • rec. room mid
fireplace. A amid bey
for the Wear Lars haw
as OW On MIS home
with an assumable loan
at 12 is percent. KOP
PERU() REALTY, 753
1222.

Tw• bedroom
iMinsleiraM siding home.
1 black from Univers'''.
APO rem/owed. Olfew
Syndics. 203 S. I99%
Street Call before 3-30
p nt
weekdays
759 MN

.-

0N31kl
ma:

7531222

can be
yours in this emery
e fficient 3
bedroom brick in
excellent location.
Striking large kitchen,separate dining room, great
room, electronic
air filter,
automatic garage
door opener, are
Just a few a the
extras that make
this home worth
seeing. $60's. KOPPERM REALTY
-753-1221

47. kielercydes
1050 650 Yamaha block
and gold $12.50 Call
after Sp.m.. 759-1413
1900 YZ12S Yamaha,
excellent cOndition.
7301. 12-5 p.m.
1902 ATC 110 loytteMer.
Call
Good condition
02-8124.
1962 Honda CM 250 C
includes helmet and
Honda bike cover, can
be seen at Overby
Honda Murray. Ky Call
753 4092

41.

Services

Import Auto
Salvage. New and used
parts, rebuilt engines
etc. Call 474-2325.
Duane's Place Used
Volkswagon parts, tuneup, break lobs, rebuilt
motors. 415-4272

ME"

ISersices011wol

SLIenteiONN91
Pft Cileporwith
11•Ib's Nosii• In
c•ndlti•e, self
Prevementt. 1/ yew
11.1101eg super Once
ceoloieed.tes-nea.
adtlittests
Aped* RalibalS11 fold
Own delass. Ube osier. concrete week repairs,
P635351 bete,* 3:35 general Moose main
Mince COI
MONO eater 311.

Guttering by Sears.
Seers csools••••• girt
owl wooled for Ayr
C•11
seet.licaliens
Sears 713 7310 for tree
estimate

ras4a,

Iseltn
sat -lass boar
Mercury meter. 14 as
trolling ni•titr and
depth finder. 2 gas
tanks$IMS. 436-4410
ComPiett Baas RIg. 1911
Ranier ISO. like new ISO
np meter and Ranter
trailer. graph. 2 depth
finders. Must sell Can
3544622 after 5.3e p.m
or 154-4346

1 17! Chris
Cr of t
eller. Tula
25Shp engine,
leaded with option. I aclades
milord, lam been
am aught* beer

D.Used Cars

dem awes.
deism. dee dew
end mu bird used
flaws. SaIirdastisa
gusmeassd.

753-3317
Chimney Sweeps Cali
row to secure an so
poIntrnent 435 434 or
7634792
Commercial and Ile
sidentiai refrigeration
ana central air heat
pump eeryice end rep
air 436 5536
Cancrefe, block, brick.
basements, tovn
dations. drive ways.
sidewalks. Patios, and
chimneys. Free es
timings. Call 753-5476
Construction work done
economically with
money saving ideas on
new home garage. ad
When and 119fit corn
'Yorksl work estirnat
ing and drafting pions
Service available Call
342-9091

num amTRICAL AND
PLUM II I II
REPAIRS AND
MU PIMPS.

POI1D
42S4152

on sew
Noel mu
warn? Teepee. pro.
b. SIONSPIL IwIROMO
meneret an more Can
110VIR'S Tall
SERVICE ter Pro
fesslimiol nee car.

rig Mier nag=
Patettise Iteererfusitiing
Canint•rcial
Residential interior
Interior 01 arm
Buildings 11 years
esimprience
Triffios
Perris?* MO
STORAGE boats eon
teem. campers 11 per

Intorlatten Mown in by
Seers TV A approved Ie. per mut" afin
Save on these riser, tertsafiew GAO len r•
nesting and cooling pairs 10 percent off
bills Call Seers 753 7310 with thril led Murray
tor free estimates
SOW/ I Marine tie s
Vinyl. em 51
/C 6. C Sneering
vinyl
6.
slurnifwjrn.Se1140
Coaled aluminum siding
and trim for houses
Ihmilh. Al Typos, 1$
Also fiberglass shake
years uprises*, 11
siding We also put on or
repair galvanized and
ww4
guarasupsd. Oat
aluminum roofs and
Inharess, 411- MO
siding fee WAS 799
1400 office of 753 0339 or 345-3601.
WTI

1965 Ford for sale.
7531255.
Cell 901-58441111111•1111MOIIMIMI,
Saffirny Tidwell Paint
1967 Triump Roadster.
or 901day,
8221
Ci
trig Contractor
Hard and soft top, wire
pugion(en interior and
wheels, sharp $2500. 5S4-7842 night
44. Lots for Sale
esterior painting Free
759-11)01
estimate Ceti 75) mes
2 Block building on 1969 MGC GT needs
or 7S3 0.47
commerically zoned lot. interior and brake
Excellent for car clean - work. 753-1558. 1011
WELL DRILLING arid
.p shop or small indus- Payne St.
repair Cornwell Well
E
APPLIANC
try. Owner must sell.
Drilling McKim ie. TN
1974 Chevy Vega 4 SERVICE
Kenmore,
753-0778.
irregation residential
cylinder automatic, W estinghouse,
arid commercial 901
Choice ficie acre parcels good condition $800 or
years
332 3671
near lake. Black top best offer. See at 813 N. Whirlpool. 20
experience. Parts and
road, good building 19th or call 753-3315.
service. Bobby Hopper
sites, electricity and
1974 Chevrolet Caprice 4 Bob's Appliance Ser
phone available.
new.
70,000
door like
vice 202 S. 5th St
Moderately priced.
miles, fully equIPPLKI, 7 5 3
4 8 7 2
Owner financing at
good tires. 753-7523.
753-811116(horne).
K 6. K STUMP REMO
percent. Ken Shores
announces the
FREE ESTIMATES On
1974 Mercury Montego. Aluminum and Vinyl All Electrical, Plumb
VAL. Do rou need
Estates, 753-7531.
opening of
from
Green, automatic,
removed
trim
stumps
of
siding all types
Painting, and Well
Vacant commercial lot cylinder. 762-2136.
your yard or land
753-6621 after Pump Needs. Licensed
Call
work.
his office
of
side
south
on
for sale
cleared of stumps? We
Call 753-0092 or 753-9673
court square downtown 1975 Chrysler 2 door 59.m.
ot
practice
up
CIA filiMOVe stumps
Murray. Lot measures hardtop low mileage. Appliance repair work Fence sales at Sears
24 inches below the
to
753-5577.
in
Specialize
brands.
all
42 x 110 and was former
now Call Sears 753 23)0 ground, heaving Only
location of Western 1975 El Camino extra Tappen. Call 753-5341 or for free estimate for sawdust and chips Cali
Lovett
Earl
354-6956.
Auto which was de- sharp. Power steeringyour needs
for free estimates Bob
stroyed by fire. Phone brakes Call 753-0541
Hours by 14ighh
GENERAL HOME Kemp 4354343 or Bob
KOPPERUD REALTY 1976 Ford Torino 1
Alusissw and 1lbsyl REPAIR 15 years ex Kemp Jr 435 4319
Available
for details. 753-1222.
owner good running
sift, wed Alowhiss perlence. Carpentry, Lake Refrigeration Air
Celloyey •ve
1633
condition. $2000 436trim for all Wens. It concrete, plumbing, conditioners, small ap
7534,11
16, Homesfor Sale
2253.
NO pliances repaired 474
roofing, sliding
'14 Polothel.
0
JOB TO SMALL Fret $041.
2 bedroom 2 '/2 acres, 7 1976 Plymouth Volare
is Glaser
Wagon, 47,000 miles, 6
estimates Days 474
WET BASEMENT/ We
miles 280 East. 436-2802.
NOW $1,688
Licensed electrician for
basements
Mini
Centenial sweet Four bedroom home, 1 cylinder, air, power
2159, nights 171-1176
751.1873
corn
and
residential
2 /
1
e completely
:
potatoes for sale. /
or
maI1e *w
OUR TOTAL INVENTORY
Will mercial. Heating and dry
Warehouse
2 baths, central air steering, automatic,
1
Gutter Repair
REDUCED WE TAKE ALL
Cali or
mile off Highway 94 at conditioning, gas heat, $1200. Call 733-5210.
Build and ReiAir repair and clean out airconditlon, gas in guaranteed
Storms Specs
REASONABLE OFFERS!
Pilot Oak. Charles fireplace, convenient 1977 Ford Cobra II
tobacco barns. Free gutters cheap. Call Stallation and repair write Morgan Con
For lent
Singleton, 376-5155.
struction Co Rl• 2 Box
....IA/cation, at 1111 Power steering, power estimate. Call 415-4347.
toone 7531203.
ft K
or, caPilaIdu
lanu
09 1,n
4200
753-4751
„Sycamore. Priced at brakes, automatic CARPET CLEANING,
41. Public Sale
Immediate transmission 30218, new Free Estimates.
$39,000.
HAMMOND "used"
possession. Ken Shores tires. $2300 or best offer. Satisfied references,
Will 00 04/maill() and
3 to choose from
roofing, heeling ra
32. Apts. For Rent
E states, owner. Call Navy Recruiting Vibra Steam or Quick.
$788 to $2,988
Office 753-6439.
753-7531.
pairs, painting Call
D ry Cleaning.
One bedroom apart
753 2211
WURLITZER "used"
House for sale by 1977 Honda Civic Ac- (Upholstery Cleaning)
ment for rent. Fur
3 to choose from
Owner. 3 blocks from cord low mileage, clean Lee's Carpet Cleaning
Will sharpen hand saws.
nished. 753-8730, after 5
688 to $1,188
circular saws. and
shopping center, 5 years interior. Must sell. Can 753-5127.
p.m. 753-6965.
Fri. 7:30-6, Sat. old,
2100sq. ft. Includes be Seen at 1614 Main St. Campbell's Tree Serchain WM'S 753
One bedroom apart753-3716
BALDWIN "used"
7:30-12. Paper- garage and also has Apt. 1 Murray, Ky. or vice. Topping, trim
ment close to campus.
3 to choose from
carport. A bargain at call 753-4517.
753-5292
Full
ming, removing
Vacant. Appliances
back books galore, 555,000.
$288 to $795
For appoint• 1977 Lincoln Town insurance Call 1-527Two real pr
Persian
furnished. Coleman
cats, whit
ladies bowling men? call, 753-1934 or Coupe 1 owner, 36,000 091$.
MANY MORE
Real Estate 753-9898.
miles, spare never
We service what we sell!
boll, numerous after 7p.m., 7531861.
One bedroom furnished
Owner down, mint condition.
SELL!
MUST
off street parking,
household items. sacrificing price for $5750. Call 753-6420 after
private entrance, no
quick sale. Beautiful 5p.m.
108 Hickory Or.
pets, inquire at 503 N.
Western Cedar home on 1977 MGB excellent
6th or call 753-3001 after
14 acres. Home has 3 condition $3000. Call
•
5p.m.
bedrooms, 2 bath, John at K -Mart, 247-5072
1. How can you make money?
Small nealty furnished 1
seperate dining room, or 247-3717.
443-6453
bedroom apartment.
family room, and re- 1978 Honda Civic. 436You can make money by gathering up ail those unwanted and ••••••1•4I Items that me
Ass
S. 13th.
creation room. Wall-to- 2540.
Piano for sale. 753-1986 Inquire 100
gathering dust in wow baseerreot, attic and garage and potting them op for sale
wall carpet, central air
Spacious and comfor
or 753-1471.
power
2. How car you save moneyf
tably furnished 2 bedand heat, utility room 1978 Monte Carlo,brakes,
power
steering,
and
hook-up,
23. Exterminating
with dryer
room 2 blocks from
ANS. You can save money by taus% advantage of the gigantic (laughed ad sale that the dawned
windows, air
built-in range and dis- power
campus. Call 759-4756,
od geportmestt of the Lo4gsr & Times is basing • wartli of October t• sell ell these news
8
AM-FM
conditioner,
kitchen
the
hwasher in
753-9208.
you have gathered together.
motor,
305
stereo,
track
are just some of the
Two bedroom apt. $100
$2,600. Call
3.How good a business person are your
extras this home offers. low mileage,
per month, water,
House also offers lots of 436-2894.
Asti You Can prOWt that you are good in business by mom% your biesusets aelverining on the
stove, refrigerator fur9-???
Sat.
space and room 1979 Dodge Omni 0241, 2
storage
Fri.
753-7874.
nished. Phone
sirratii of Oct. Every leer* day yew duelled
Pages of the Lodger & Noes dada,
Ckissifiad
power,
air,
a workshop in the dr., auto,
Lynn Grove Ky.
Clothes, books, for
save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
you
that
means
This
size.
of
FREE
run
regardless
ad
Call
large 3-bay garage. silver and black.
Unfurnished 2 room
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. 11 you are a regular
tires,
This home is priced at 753-77118.
furniture,
apartment for 1 person.
crieorner of the classified section and your advertising is ekes* scheduled for February tuu wil
only $35,000 for a quick 1980 4 Door La Sebra
Private entrance,
misc.
sale so don't delay. For Buick, excellent condi
assIontalically receive the benefits Irorn this sale.
utilities furnished. 2
an appointment to view tion, lot of extras. $4200.
753MSU.
from
4. What are the details of this sale?
blocks
Phone 733-3114
this home call Spann 1973 Thunderbird, low
8558 and deposit
nbe it& is open to everroosr.
Ans
of
lots
753-7724.
ASsoc.
owner,
1
Realty
mileage,
required.
equipment. Also 1974
DREAM
YOU
ONE
24. Miscellaneous
Unusually fine quality
ABOUT: 3 bedroom Duster, 6 cylinder
Atari cartridges, Pit- duplex, rents for $500
brick, 11
2 brick, quality automatic, new tires, a
/
Disposal,
month.
per
fall, Firefighter, Riddle
construction on 21 acres 2 owner car WOO. Call
and
refrigerator
range,
of the Sphinx, Venture,
of good tendabte land 436-2427.
D onkey Kong, dishwasher each side.
With substantial road 1980 Monte Carlo, good
living
of
ft.
sq.
1,800
Megamania, Berzerk.
frontage on two paved condition. Monde 110,
at
$64,900
Priced
area.
Coast to Coast Hdw.
highways. This is an 4924204 or 492-8491.
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-8604.
excellent investment 1910 Tornada, low
753-1227.
1017 Story Ave.
for now and in the mileage, excellent conBoys clothes for sale
future Located east of dition, fully equipped,
size 6-12. 753-5969.
Sat. 7-5
34. Houses for Rent
Murray and just re- $9,995. 75.3-9567.
Fiberglass topper for
odds
Furniture,
duced to $63,900 for a
long bed import pick- A nice quiet 2 bedroom,
Datsun 21107. 753Quick sale. Don't delay, 1982
sad
up, also 1967 Chevy 2 bath furnished house
4023.
dryer.
and
call
today.
washer
Offered
with
by
excellent condition
Century 21, Loretta Relocating, transneeds engine, may con- $200 per month plus
portation will be proJobs Realtors. 753-1492.
43. Real Estate
sider riding mower in deposit, 753-9213.
vided. Must sell 1982
of
Owner must sell or
Four miles west
trade. 498-8305.
Exp 1500 miles,
trade. New cedar sid- Ford
Firewood, delivered Murray 3 bedroom, no I Pionkin I, Thionsai
flip-top sunroof, ac,
ing, 2 bedroom lake
and stacked, $30 a rick. pets. $225 per month,
dark blue. Call 753-7858
losentoce &
cabin. All new furni
deposit required. 753
Call 753-9101
during day, 753-6269
keel Estate
ture, completely car
435-4119.
4406,
after 4p.m.
Firewood for sale. Call
peted, appliances and
Sorrtbsidi Cwirt Sq.
One bedroom un
489-2615.
air
in
conditioning
for
50. Used Trucks
Murray, lloatecky
Floor safe-small-sentry furnished house
cluded. Very nice. $24,
$125. 100 rolls un- couple or single $65. per
753.4451
ton
1950 Dodge 1
Call
1-3284739
500.
circulated 1979-0 pen- month plus deposit no
grain truck $850 436direct
4419-2267.
buy
US$
Call
SAVE
pets.
area
wooded
wheat
rolls
Lakefront
60
nies $150.
2145
Pennies 52.50-17.50 per Rustic cypress 2 level on Kentucky Lake. from owner. 3 or 4
•-• roll. All 60-5210. house, 14 acres fenced. 1 "Calloway -County". bedroom brick. 1 V2 1965 Ford pick up, 6
mile west Ky. Lake Write or call I.C. Bot- bath. 1690 sq. ft. TVA cylinder, strait shift.
753-9432.
Oak insulated. 1605 Belmont. '53-7301. 121p.m.
For sale: 25f?. pyramid Central heat and air. sko, 7319 White
753-4193.
1971 Datum truck new
stand and pole tv an- Also wood heat. $400 Ave. Hammond, In.
Code: Small home for sale in paint fob, re-built momonth. Coleman Real 4 6 3 2 4
tenna. Call 753-3268.
Almo. 2 bedroom, utility tor, new tires. 436-5130.
Estate 753-9998.
219 845-3321
.1
K EROSENE
room, storage, with 1977 Dodge one ton Van,
near
HEATERS. Buy now Three bedroom
carpet and inlaid floors. 319 engine, automatic,
Resort, carand save! 6800 BTU, Kenlake
Aluminum siding on air-condition, radio,
furnished,
5119.99; 9000 BTU, peted, water
outside. Priced low at power steering, heavy
wood
$149.99, 9300 BTU baseboard heat,
41.0A.D.
,
$12,500. For more in- duty package, CB an
Call 442irar .10000
S. What do you gain from Ibis sale?
1179.99; 9300 BTU with heater. $195.
formation call Spann tonna, hitch, roof vent
5647.
fan, 1212.99; 11.500
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY There is me wary coy cam hese if you eel the hem vow rivet** You save
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
Coo
se
753-6477.
Cann
Call
Mee
BTU, $179.99; 19,500 Three bedroom house
Baia She advainUee el eduestitiess is the mime mril read
on your bringwess ariversiaing
escroey
liven be.fornillare
Two bedroom frame 1978 Ford F100 Custom
BTU, $219.99. Wallin newly decorated. CenThe amorist of money you can save is dehrierieed wily by the amount
111N
ssewspape.
large
the
Ibis
of
heat,
UM.,
section
gas
house
With
radio.
AM
V-I,
pickup.
fully
heat,
gas
tral
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
lot, needs work inside
1912 Caliurekir Sea
automatic, 32.000 miles
ol aeons:thee you decide to do
block off
King, automatic wood furnished, I/2
406 S. 10th St. $9000. Local, one-owner $4000.
leerver, Inewiry 42571
Ave.
heater, deluxe cabinet campus, on Ryan
759-4620.
Must see to appreciate
($112) 7534186
with lift off cook surface Call 753-3743.
&Owe
on 2 condition and extras.
house
Two
bedroom
baths,
2
bedroom
Three
box
lined
fire
top. Brick
t. 1111111011
acres, 1 mile west of Reason for selling'
with cast iron grates carpeted, appliance's,
exter on Old settle estate of Porter
D
bees.
to
air
Walk
central
and doors. $249.99.
Rd Priced Farley. Call 753-4326
Wadesboro
Sewled
8,
liemsed
month.
a
Wallin Hardware, Paris MSU. $350
offer 5p.m.
4770
437
520's
low
753-3006.
Tn

St Services Offered

We..NoN

SALE

Puce, DAID

•PIANOS•

Guar&
Dentistry

4.

'ORGANS.

Carport
Sale

MON

a

DAY

4$4.
Sk Free Column

Make Money By Saving!

CONRAD'S

p
Pianost9gans

YARD SALE
1 307 Vine
and

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

YARD
SALE

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:

r Ads must run three consecutive days.
r No changes will be made in copy.
rPaid days will run first
-No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classifsed ads
will remain in effect.

Realty

No.Days
Paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

TAKE ADVANTAGE Of TINS SALE AND SAVE:
Cal 753 1916 or 753-1917 to piece vow od.

•
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Learn Not To Burn Wherever Y,._)t,

Murray:
Fire 911
Non-Emergency 753-1688
Police 911
Non-Emergency 753-1621

Calloway Co.:
Fire 753-6952
Police 753-3151
Sheriff 753-3151

Fire Prevention Week Oct. 3-9
sa

ow,
...

Fire Prevention
Week Oct. 3-9

Malden Fire Exinguisher

PEOPLES ,BANK
(, KY.
'MURRAY

Sales & Service

41

Member FDIC

Insurance Agency

SHILL D
OF
SHELTER

For your
Life • Health
Home 40 Car
\--„,---04
Farm • Business UMW MUIR

We're at your

service...

For your
Life *
CaHea
Home * r•Farm
• Business

116

753-0632

We Support The Murray Fire Dept.
And The Calloway Co. Rescue Squad

Ail iv P FISHER.PRICE

.
.411110

BANK OF MURRAY
THE FRIENDLY

On New Concord Hwy.
Next to Lyon's Electric

anderbill
hemical
Corp

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
753-0445

icEMPPR GROUP

153-4931

"Complete mobile recharge service"
located on Moores Camp Road
362-4315

Jim Fain's
Insurance

BOB NANNEY

MURRAY OPERATION

BANK

MURRAY,KENTUCKY
MEMBER FDIC

KING-LAN DOLT
HOLTON, MELUGIN & HAYERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY
206 Maio SI., &ray, Ky
153-3415
Niciael A kites 5.34156

Vas Itnerstsca 111,1171

"Personal Service puts us out front. . competitive Rates keep us There-

7534355
901 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky.

Lorry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

7$9-98$8

